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EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE CRC SOFTWARE-BASED SYNTHETIC APERTURE 

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSOR 

by 

M.R. Vant 

ABSTRACT 

A novel software-based synthetic-aperture radar (SA R)  processor is described. 
The processor is capable of routinely producing a variety of data products from data 
acquired by either the SEASAT-A satellite-borne SAR or the Environmental Research 
Institute of Michigan (ERIM) airborne, dual frequency/dual polarization,  SA R. The 
SAR processor described is adaptable in that it can be configured to process imagery 
from any SAR system that maintains the range coding constant from pulse-to-pulse. 
A description of the equations that vvere used to implement the SAR processor is 
given as are details of the processor configuration. It is shown that the processor 
consists of two main subsystems: a very general SAR processing subsystem; and a 
radar data product-specific support subsystem. It is described how the processor can 
be reconfigured by changes to parameter files, and how the processor modules 
communicate with each other by means of a data file structure. The hardware upon 
which the processor was programmed is briefly described, and timings for the various 
production products; generated using this hardware, are given. Examples of the 
image data products are also included in the description. Finally, specific comments 
are made vvith respect to extending the capabilities of the processor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to present a description of the 
equations used to implement the CRC software-based, synthetic-aperture radar 
(SAR) digital processor and also to present a brief overview of the processor 
itself. The CRC processor is capable of producing imagery from any SAR system 
that maintains the range coding constant from pulse-to-pulse. It has been 
used to produce a full (7.4m) azimuth resolution product, as well as the 
normal 25m, 4-look product from the SEASAT-A L-band SAR. In addition, data 
have been processed from the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan 
(ERIM) X/L-band SAR. 
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The theory upon which the processor is based has been described else- 
1,2,3 where 	. In this report the various processing steps and the equations 

used to implement these steps in software are described. 

Airborne and satellite-borne synthetic-aperture radars are used to 
produce pseudo-photographic two-dimensional radar images of terrain and targets 
of civilian or military interest. The radar transmits radio pulses that are 
reflected by the targets of interest and then received back at the radar. In 
order to convert the received data into an image, it is generally required that 
a two-dimensional signal processing operation be performed. Conventionally, 
this operation is segmented into two, one-dimensional operations where the 
radar return signals along the slant-range (r 1 ) (measured along the antenna 
pointing direction) and azimuth (along-track), (s) coordinates (see Figure 1) 
are independently cross-correlated with their respective reference functions. 
Provided the range and azimuth signals are orthogonal, and provided the extents 
of these signals are small, this approach works well. 

For certain types of SAR systems the antenna is not pointed perpendi-
cular to track and therefore the range and azimuth signals are not orthogonal. 
In the SEASAT-A case the SAR antenna is pointed in a direction nominally 
perpendicular to the spacecraft's ground-track. However, the effect of space-
craft yaw combined with the yaw caused by earth rotation causes the antenna to 
be 'squinted' at an angle with respect to the perpendicular to track. The 
complement of the squint angle is angle a, the squint angle itself is therefore 
(90-a) °  as shown in Figure 1. The squint angle, (90-a) °  is typically only a 
few degrees for satellite systems such as SEASAT. For airborne systems the 
antenna is sometimes deliberately 'squinted' for tactical reasons. In such 
airborne systems the magnitude of the squint can approach 90 0 . 

Figure 1. Radar-target geometry 
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If the SAR antenna is 'squinted' or if the azimuth time-bandwidth 
product is large the range and azimuth signals are coupled; i.e., they are not 
independent. The signal processing, required to produce a high quality 
distortion-free image, then becomes more complicated than the conventional, 
unsquinted low azimuth time-bandwidth product case. 

The CRC software-based SAR processor produces an image by means of 
true two-dimensional matched filtering 4 ' 5 . The matched filtering is implemented 
using two-dimensional fast-convolution 4 ' 5 . The range variation of the para-
meters of the SAR signal causes a mismatch between the filter and the data at 
the edges of the processing block l . The range swath over which a single 
matched filter is applied is determined solely by the requirement that the 
image produced for this swath be in focus'. In most cases this requirement is 
lax enough that the fast convolution operation is efficient, i.e., the range 
swath can usually be made much wider than the width of the matched filter in 
range, but it is not so stringent as to prevent a geometric distortion of the 
image. This geometric distortion must be removed as a final step in the 
processing. 

The software-based SAR processor has been implemented as two major 
subsystems: the SAR Processing subsystem and the support subsystem. The 
former subsystem is very general in nature; it can be used, with only minor 
changes, to process data from any SAR that maintains the range coding constant 
from pulse to pulse over the processing block length. The latter subsystem 
is more specific in application; it provides the necessary scheduling, para-
meter computation, look overlaying and sub-swath merging, for the automated 
running of the SAR Processing subsystem. At present the support subsystem can 
handle data from the ERIM X/L-band, and the SEASAT-A L-band SARs. 

In the following sections the theoretical concepts embodied in the 
processor design are described briefly, then a detailed description of the 
equations that were used in designing the processor software is given. No 
attempt is made to derive the equations in this report, the reader is referred 
to Reference 1 for the derivation. A brief description of the equipment upon 
which the processor was programmed is also given, as are some representative 
times for processing image scenes on this equipment. 

2. THEORY 

In this section a simple model of the SAR is presented, the two-
dimensional natures of the radar signal and the signal processing are 
discussed, and a conceptual description of the image formation process is 
given. It is described how the received radar signal can be considered to 
be two-dimensional in nature, and then it is pointed out that, with the signal 
described in this form, it is natural to think of forming the SAR image by 
means of a two-dimensional matched filtering operation l . The properties of 
the radar signal are briefly discussed and it is shown pictorially that the 
signal characteristics vary with range. The effect of using a range-invariant 
matched filter over a wide range swath is also shown by means of diagrams. It 
is important to be aware of the effect of using a single matched filter over a 
wide range swath because in many cases wide range swaths can be digitally 
processed more efficiently than narrow swaths. 
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2.1 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL SAR SIGNAL 

As the first step in the understanding of the properties of the SAR 
signal, it is useful to examine how the signal is acquired. The radar signal 
is gathered as the target passes through the azimuth antenna pattern of the 
radar. A general point op the earth's surface, such as A in Figure 2, is first 
illuminated by the antenna beam when the radar is located at S1  in its orbit. 
The illumination continues until the spacecraft reaches S2, at which time the 
target at A leaves the beam. The maximum length of the synthetic-aperture is 
the arc-length S1 S 2 . The two-dimensional signal is formed by segmenting the 
signal received during the time the spacecraft is moving from S1 to S2  into 
sections, each section being of duration equal to the radar interpulse period. 
Then, a stack is formed out of the segments. The resulting stack forms the 
two-dimensional signal. The transit time t' (from radar to target and back) 
is a measure of target position within a segment (range position). The inter-
pulse period number or segment number 'm', when multiplied by the ground 
velocity, is a measure of along-track  or  azimuth position. The maximum azimuth 
resolution that can be achieved with a given radar is proportional to the 
number of segments or the height of the stack, which is in turn proportional to 
the synthetic-aperture length S1S2. 

Figure 2. The maximum length of the synthetic-aperture is arc-length S7S2 
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Often the antenna beam is so broad that the arc length S 1 S 2  exceeds 

the synthetic-aperture length required to produce a specific azimuth resolution. 
Rather than merely stacking up fewer segments, i.e., truncating the signal, and 
thereby wasting energy and information, it is common practice to filter the data 
into several stacks, each of the appropriate height for the desired azimuth 
resolution. Each of these two-dimensional signals, or stacks, can be processed 
to form a separate image. These separate images or azimuth 'looks' can then be 
registered with each other, and non-coherently summed together to produce what 
is commonly known as a 'multilook' image. 'Multilook' processing, or non-
coherent integration as it is sometimes called, produces an image with less 
speckle. Speckle, which is a phenomenon that causes SAR images to look grainy, 
is due to scintillation of the signal reflected from the target complex during 
formation of the synthetic-aperture. By forming a 'multilook' image from 
several 'looks', each 'look' acquired from a different aspect angle a, one can 
make use of angular diversity to reduce the effect of scintillation. 

The form of the received SAR signal for three point targets located 
at different ranges and azimuth positions is illustrated in Figure 3. At some 
particular instant targets (1) and (2) lie in the same direction but are at 
different ranges. Target (3) lies at the same ground-range distance do  from 
ground-track (see Figure 1) as target (1) but appears at the centre of the 
antenna beam at a higher pulse number than does target (1). The horizontal 
thick solid lines in Figure 3 bound the approximately trapezoidal envelopes of 
each of the received signals and are determined by the pulse number at which 
the point enters and exits from the antenna illumination. Since the antenna 
pattern broadens with range, so too does the signal extent in the m-direction. 
The curved lines, limiting the slant-range extent of the signal, are the limits 
of the envelope of the transmitted pulse. The curvature of the envelope is 
caused by the variation in range of the target from the radar as the point 
target is traversed by the antenna beam. The solid lines inside the two-
dimensional envelope represent phase contours of the signal. In Figure 3, it 
has been assumed that the SAR is employing linear FM pulse compression in 
order to achieve fine range resolution. 

SLANT RANGE 

SHAPË OF RECEIVED SAR SIGNAL 
-LINEAR F.M. RANGE CODING 

-THREE SEPARATE POINT TARGETS AT C),®,0 

Figure 3. The shape of the envelope of the phase peaks of the SAR receiver output for three point targets 
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The signals shown in Figure 3 can be thought of as the SAR receiver's 
impulse response, h i (m,t') for three different values of (m,t 1 ). If the radar 
scene is considered to be composed of many individual point scatterers the 
output g(m,t') of the receiver is simply the convolution of the input with 
h i (m,t'), i.e., 

CO 	 00 

g(m,t') = 	 US(m-m
o ,t'-t')*h 1 

 (m,t')] o  
o 	

m
o
=_. 

(see Figure 4). It is then possible to generate a matched filter' for h 1 (m ' t') 
that will produce a SAR image. 

(1) 

RADAR SYSTEM 
f (m,t') = h  (m,t')*8 (m,e) 

Figure 4. Point target response of SAR receiver 

2.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATCHED FILTERING 

It has been shown heuristically in Section 2.1 that, at the output of 
the SAR receiver, the SAR signal can be modelled by the two-dimensional 
function g(m,t'). It is assumed that the signal processing required to 
produce an image takes the form of a two-dimensional matched filtering operation. 
It remains to describe how the matched filter needed to produce the SAR image 
is defined. 

The impulse response of the matched filter is just the time and pulse-
number reversed, complex conjugate of the receiver impulse response hl(m-mo ,t'- t,)  
for a particular mo  and tà. The output of the matched filter is the two-
dimensional convolution of the signal g(m,t') with the impulse response of the 
shift variant matched filter 11 91(m-m0 ,t i -t 1 ) (see Figure 5). The SAR image is 
obtained by taking the magnitude of the output of the matched filter. The 
values of mo  and tà are chosen such that the match point is in the middle of 
the range swath to be processed. 
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f 0(m,1')h1(m,t')*hi *(-m,-T ) 

Fo (frilj t .) Hi(fm,ft 	{h t  

Figure 5. Two-dimensional matched filtering of the SA R signal 

2.3 GEOMETRICAL DISTORTIONS 

In a two-dimensional SAR signal processor it may be more efficient 
to implement the two-dimensional convolution via the fast-convolution technique. 
In terms of the SAR signal processing problem, greatest efficiency is achieved 
by match-filtering a block of signal data that is large in both range and pulse 
number extent with respect to the two-dimensional matched filter. However, as 
was seen in Section 2.1, the SAR signal properties vary as a function of range; 
i.e., the filter is truly matched to the signal at only one range. When a 
block of SAR data with large range extent is convolved with the impulse 
response of the matched filter, the range variation of the matched filter 
causes a defocussing and geometrical distortion at ranges far away from the 
centre of the swath. Provided the range extent of the block of SAR data is not 
excessive (i.e., depth of focus criteria are not violated), the resulting 
image will be adequately focussed l . However, the mismatch between signal and 
filter occurring at the edges of the range swath will produce shifts in both 
range and pulse number of the imaged points. (Note, for sidelooking SARs no 
geometric distortion occurs.) 

The image distortion phenomena can be explained by reference to 
Figure 6, where SAR signal responses from three points located at different 
ranges are shown. The filter is matched to the middle signal, where the rate 
of change of phase in the pulse number direction for both the signal and 
filter ere identical. The image produced by the filtering process will be 
correctly located at D. This is not the case for the signal located at a 
nearer range. Rather than placing the image point at the correct location E, 
the filter selects that portion of the signal that has the same rate of change 
of phase in the pulse number direction as itself, and places the image point 
at F. In comparing F with the correct location E, one observes that both a 
pulse number (azimuth) and range placement error has been introduced by the 
processing. 
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Figure 6. The form of the geometric distortion 

Normally the final SAR image is required in the (do ,s t ) coordinate 
system (see Figure 1) whereas the processor operates in the (t 1 ,m) or (r i ,$) 
coordinates as shown in Figures 3-6. A coordinate transformation must be done 
to convert from (t t ,m) to (do ,s'). This transformation converts the image 

ct' from a squinted slant-range (9 	to sidelooking 
ground-range (do ) presentation. 

The slant-range to ground-range conversion part of the transformation consists 
of a nonlinear resampling of the range data. The remainder of the trans-
formation consists of a set of range dependent range and azimuth shifts, which 

' have the same effect as writing the range lines et which were acquired by 

an antenna pointing at an angle a to ground-track, onto the final image at an 
angle a  to s'. 

In most cases the geometrical distortions introduced by the processing 
do not seriously degrade image quality. If left uncorrected the distorted 
image cannot be directly overlaid on a map, even after the coordinate trans-
formation described above is done. If a capability to register various SAR 
images is required, as in multilook SAR processing, the geometrical distortions 
must be corrected. Since both the distortions produced by the processor, and 
the shifts required to do the coordinate transformation are deterministic, they 
can be precomputed and combined into a single set of range and azimuth shifts. 
This single set of shifts can then be applied to the output of the two-
dimensional fast convolution to produce the required SAR image. 
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3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

In this section a description of the current production modes and a 

brief overview of the processor are given. 

3.1 CURRENT PRODUCTION MODES 

The current production system generates the following data products 

for the SEASAT-A satellite-borne L-band SAR: 

1. 7m azimuth x 25m ground-range resolution, single-look, 
geometrically correct images, 4.1m x 4.1m pixels; images 
usually contain -3600 pixels ground-range x -3600 pixels 
azimuth; 

2. 12.2m azimuth x 25m ground-range resolution, two azimuth-
looks, geometrically correct images, 8.2m x 8.2m pixels; 
images usually contain k-2400 pixels ground range x -6000 
pixels azimuth; 

3. 25m azimuth x 25m ground-range resolution, four azimuth-
looks, geometrically correct images, 16.4m x 16.4m pixels; 
images usually contain -2400 pixels ground range x -f2900 
pixels azimuth; 

4. SEASAT Survey-Mode 100m azimuth x 100m ground-range 
resolution, single-look, no azimuth corrections, 65.6m x 
65.6m pixels; images usually contain 2048 pixels ground-
range x 2048 pixels azimuth; 

and for the ERIM (SAR-580) airborne X/L-band SAR: 

1. X-band, 2.1m azimuth x 1.5m slant-range resolution, single-
look, geometrically correct images, 1.42m x 1.42m pixels; 
images usually contain >4000 pixels ground-range x 2000 
pixels azimuth; 

2. L-band, 2.1m azimuth x 2.3m slant-range resolution,  single 
look,  geometrically correct images, 1.42m x 1.42m pixels; 
images usually contain >4000 pixels ground-range x 2000 
pixels azimuth. 

All the above data products except the SEASAT Survey-Mode imagery are 
generated as a set of blocks. These blocks are concatenated in azimuth to 
form a range sub-swath. The range sub-swaths, if there are more than one, are 
merged to form the final image. The width of the range sub-swath is determined 
by three factors: 

1) the range dimension of the two-dimensional matched filter; 

2) the slant-range increment over which a single two-dimensional 
matched filter can produce an image which is in focus in 
azimuth; and 
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3) the available disc file space. 

The length of the block in azimuth is determined by: 

1) the azimuth dimension of the two-dimensional matched filter; 

2) the available disc file space. 

The dimensions of the processing blocks must be at least the range dimension x 
the azimuth dimension of the two-dimensional matched filter. When they are 
this minimum size one valid output point is produced. 

The SEASAT data set consists of 8 1600 BP1 9-track tapes of 4096 
records, each containing 13,680 real slant-range samples. In the SEASAT survey 
mode the range record is augmented with zeroes to length 16,384, then it is 
low pass filtered and resampled by a factor of 4 so that the 16,384 range 
sample record becomes length 4096. The 32,768 azimuth records are low-pass 
filtered and resàmpled by a factor of 16 in azimuth to produce 2048 azimuth 
records. The 2048 azimuth x 4096 range sample block is processed to produce 
a single look 100m x 100m resolution image. This survey image is then used 
to pick an area over which the angle a is to be estimated using the Doppler 
centroid estimator (see following explanation); and to locate, in the tape set, 
scenes of interest to be processed at higher resolution. A special program is 
used to locate the starting range sample and starting azimuth record, of each 
block to be processed. 

The value of angle a that is used in the production of the Survey-Mode 
image is calculated from information in the orbit and attitude files contained 
on the SEASAT data tapes. This calculated value of a is accurate enough for 
the Survey-Mode  image, but is not accurate enough for the higher resolution 
products. The low accuracy of the calculated value necessitates the use of 
the Doppler centroid estimator to obtain a better value of a. 

The ERIM (SAR 580) data set consists of single tapes of two sets of 
2048 records x 4096 baseband slant-range samples. The sets of data on the 
tape can be any pair of: 

- X-band, vertical/vertical polarization, 
- X-band, vertical/horizontal polarization, 
- L-band, vertical/horizontal polarization, 
- L-band, vertical/vertical polarization; 

or any pair of: 

- X-band, horizontal/horizontal polarization, 
- X-band, horizontal/vertical polarization, 
- L-band, horizontal/vertical polarization, 
- L-band, horizontal/horizontal polarization. 

Each of the sets on the tape is processed separately. The set is 
processed in one operation by breaking the 4096 range samples up into sub-
swaths which contain all the azimuth samples. The starting sample positions 
for the sub-swaths are found using a special sub-swath location program. Once 
all the sub-swaths in the set are processed they are merged into a single image. 
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3.2 THE SAR PROCESSOR 

The SAR processor is composed of two subsystems: the SAR processing 
subsystem, which performs the actual image generation; and the support sub-

system, which generates the input parameters and the control information and 

thereby provides the necessary command files so that the SAR processing sub-
system can produce a large number of images routinely, with a minimum of 
human intervention required. 

3.2.1 The SAR Processing Subsystem 

The SAR processing subsystem is very general in nature. As presently 
implemented it can be used to process data from any SAR that uses Linear 
Frequency Modulation (LFM) coding in range. Only the tape unpacking subroutine 
must be rewritten for each new radar type. With minor changes in the software 
it can be further generalized so that it can be used to process data from any 
SAR that maintains the range coding constant from pulse-to-pulse over the 
processing block length. 

3.2.1.1 General Description of Processing 

As discussed in Section 2, the processing consists of a two-dimensional 
(2-D) convolution of the received radar signal with the impulse response of an 
appropriate matched filter. In the technique described here the 2-D convolu-
tion is implemented in the frequency domain using fast convolution4-6 . 

As the first step in the processing, the two-dimensional impulse 
response of the matched filter for each of the looks is computed (see Figure 7). 
The 2-D impulse responses are stored as range lines; i.e., the word number in 
a record is a measure of 'squinted' slant-range, and the record number in a 
file is a measure of ground-track (azimuth) position. The size of each of the 
impulse responses, in numbers of words and records, is determined by the time-
bandwidth products and sample spacings of the SAR signal data in range and 
azimuth respectively. Each record is augmented with zero-valued words so that 
it is length NR, where NR is the processing swath size. Similarly, each file 
of records has zero valued records added to it so that there are NAz  records 
in the file, where NAz is the processing block size. (NR and NAz are chosen 
to be integer powers of two to allow the straightforward use of the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT).) Next the 2-D frequency-domain transfer function of 
each of the matched filters is computed by performing a 2-D FFT on each impulse 
response. The steps involved in calculating the 2-D FFT are shown in Figure 8. 
An FFT is performed on each data record; then the matrix or filter containing 
the data records is transposed'', and an FFT is performed on each new data 
record (the former columns of the matrix). The 2-D frequency-domain matched 
filters are stored on a disc file for use later during the processing. 

After computation of the matched filters the processing of the signal 
can proceed. Figure 9 is a block diagram of the major processing steps. The 
SAR signal data are input on computer compatible tape (CCT) and the data are 
unpacked into an appropriate - computer word format. At this stage each data 
record consists of the signal received at the SAR at the time of the particular 
azimuth pulse; i.e., the record is a range line. The data block to be 
processed normally consists of NLNAz  such records of length NR, where NL is the 
number of azimuth 'looks'. 
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Once the data have been unpacked from the CCT, a 2-D FFT is performed 
on them to put the data in the frequency domain. The procedure followed is 
identical to that used to compute the matched filter. Then the 2-D FFT of the 
signal is separated into 'looks' by extracting or filtering out sections of 
the 2-D FFT along the azimuth-frequency coordinate. Each of the extracted 
sections is multiplied by the frequency-domain matched filter appropriate for 

that 'look'. The multiplication is done point-by-point; i.e., data point (n,m) 

is multiplied by filter point (n,m). It is not a matrix multiplication". 

After the multiplication, a 2-D inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
is performed on each of the looks. At this stage of processing, i.e., after 
the 2-D IFFT, one could compute the magnitude of the data to produce an image. 
However, the image would be in the 'squinted' slant-range, azimuth plane, and 
as described in Section 2.3 it would contain distortions caused by mismatch 
between the 'matched' filter and the data. To remove the distortions an 
additional processing step is incorporated prior to taking the magnitude. The 
additional step consists of the application of a set of range and azimuth 
corrections, and a conversion from 'squinted', slant-range, azimuth coordinates 
to orthogonal, ground-range, azimuth coordinates. The range and azimuth 
corrections for each range cell are precomputed at the time of calculation of 
the 2-D matched filter. The corrections are known to have the same precision 
as that of the mismatch between the data and filter. For example, given a set 
of parameters for the extracted data and the matched filter, the corrections 
required to place the dotted line in Figure 6 along the middle horizontal line 
can be precomputed. The precomputed range and azimuth correction vectors also 
include the coordinate transformation outlined above. At the time of 
processing the vectors are read from a file and applied to the data. The range 
corrections are applied first; then the data matrix is transposed and the 
azimuth corrections are applied. 

The final step of the processing consists of computing the magnitude 
of each of the corrected 'looks', registering the 'looks' with respect to 
each other, and summing them together point-by-point. The image, which 
consists of a single range swath, is then stored on a CCT. If a multi-swath 
image is required the entire procedure is repeated for each range swath and 
then the swaths are aligned and merged together to form the final image. 

3.2.1.2 General Description of Programs Used 

The processing subsystem consists of the following programs 
(see Figure 10): the filter generation program (J7SE30), the sub-task monitor 
(J7SEA0), and the image generation programs (J7SE00,J7RE00,ZER0128,J7SE01, 
J7SE02,J7IG02,J7SE80). 

The following functions are performed by the filter generation program 
(J7SE30) for each of the azimuth looks to be processed; the generation of a two-
dimensional, frequency-domain filter matched to the radar signal at a particular 
range, the computation of the range and azimuth correction vectors, which are 
used to correct the SAR image produced by the two-dimensional fast-convolution 
(the correction is applied in (J7SE02)), the calculation of the centre line 
numbers used for azimuth look extraction and demodulation in J7SE01, and the 
generation of a file of information used by the merge support program (J7MS00) 
in merging adjacent range swaths. 
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The sub-task monitor (J7SEA0) is used to control all the stages of the 
image generation phase of the SAR processing for the ERIM data, and is used to 
control all but the filter generation program for the SEASAT data. It is also 
used to control some of the processing in the post-image generation phase. The 
sub-task monitor has the following capabilities: it can load and start 
execution of a sub-task and monitor the progress of a sub-task until it has 
finished execution; it can allocate and delete files; it can modify an indexed 
file's contents by adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, or replacing 
entries; it can perform operations on tapes (or files) e.g., forward file, 
forward record, and rewind; it can prompt for operator assistance or provide 
operator information by performing Input/Output (I/O)  to the operator's console; 
and it can also loop through and execute a set of commands. 

The image generation program package consists of seven main programs. 
The first program (J7SE00), unpacks a block of data from magnetic tape, 
converts the data from its particular tape format to floating-point format, 
performs either a real-to-complex (e.g., SEASAT) or a complex-to-complex 
(e.g., ERIM) fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the data in range, demodulates 
and/or resamples the range data (e.g., SEASAT) if necessary, and finally trans-
poses the data block. 

The next program (J7RE00) is only run when azimuth resampling and/or 
demodulation is required, e.g., SEASAT survey. 

The program ZERO 128 is a special program used only for the SEASAT 
Survey-Mode. If not enough tape records, and therefore range lines, are 
available, so that a full data block would remain after the azimuth resampling 
in J7RE00 is performed, ZERO 128 adds zero valued elements to complete the 
block. 

In the normal processing mode J7SE01 is executed immediately following 
J7SE00. The program J7SE01 performs an FFT in azimuth, extracts a section of 
the FFT for each azimuth look being processed, writes the extracted data to a 
separate file and in the process demodulates the azimuth signal to baseband. 
The data in each of the look files is then multiplied point-by-point with the 
filter. The filter for each look is generated using J7SE30. The program 
J7SE01 then inverse fast Fourier transforms each of the azimuth records in 
the look files. 

The next program in the processor is J7SE02. This program performs 
the following functions for each of the azimuth looks: it transposes the data 
block; it inverse fast Fourier transforms the data in range; it applies the 
range corrections and squint slant-range to sidelooking ground-range 
conversions; it then transposes the data, and applies the azimuth corrections 
and azimuth coordinate transformation. 

The final program in the image generation subsystem of the processor 
is J7SE80. This program computes the magnitude of the complex data, removes 
any invalid data before the image is written to the final output file, and 
when required, e.g., for special types of multilook imagery, sums the looks. 
It is not normally used for summing the looks for ERIM and SEASAT-A production 
runs. 
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3.2.2 The Support Subsystem 

The support subsystem is more specific in application than the SAR 
processing subsystem. Most of the programs in the package are designed to be 
executed as part of either an ERIM or a SEASAT-A production run. There are two 
major sub-divisions in the support subsystem: the pre-image generation support 
programs, and the post-image generation programs. 

3.2.2.1 The Pre-Image Generation Support Programs 

The pre-image generation support programs are all specific to either 
the ERIM or SEASAT-A production runs. The package of programs consists of the 
following (see Figure 10): the data control program (J7DC00), the radar 
compression filter parameter generation programs (J70R00,J70R01), and the 
Doppler centroid estimator programs (J7CE00X, J7CE01, J7CE02X, J71G02, J7CE03). 

The data control program (J7DC00) is the first program run when pro-
cessing either ERIM or SEASAT-A data. It generates the operator run control 
sheets, i.e., lists of all the procedures the computer operator must perform 
and of all the tapes that are required by each procedure. It also generates 
the data control checklist, which contains a list of tasks (programs) that must 
be executed before the operator can start a production run. In addition, the 
data control program creates the command files for the sub-task monitor (J7SEA0). 
These command files are used to control the image generation phase and the tape 
to disc, disc to tape copies. The data control program also contains the SEASAT 
location subroutine and the ERIM sub-swath location subroutine. The SEASAT 
location program is used to calculate, from coordinates on the SEASAT Survey-
Mode image, the starting range and azimuth position for each SEASAT image sub-
swath in terms of the element numbers within a record, and record numbers 
within a tape. The ERIM swath location program calculates the starting posi-
tions of each of the range sub-swaths and minimizes the overlap required 
between sub-swaths. 

The radar filter parameter generation programs (J70E00, J70R01) are 
used to create the files of parameters used as input to the filter generation 
program (J7SE30). 

The Doppler centroid estimation 7  package is used to estimate the com-
plement of the squint angle a for the SEASAT data. 

3.2.2.2 The Post-Image Generation Support Programs 

The post-image generation support programs are not data-type specific. 
The package consists of the look overlay program (J7SE90), the merge support 
program (J7MS00), and the merge program (J7ME00) (see Figure 10). 

The look overlay program (J7SE90) is used to overlay (sum) the looks 
together to form a multilook image. The program reads the multiple input files 
which contain the imagery for each look (several files may be used for the 
image of a single look), and it sums the data for all the looks on a point-by-
point basis. If no data exist for a look at a particular point then zero is 
added to the sum. Some ancillary data such as record length and number of 
records for the multilook image are also calculated for use by the merge 
support program. 
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The merge support program (J7MS00) reads input data created by several 
different programs. This data contains the information necessary to merge 

together the range swaths to make the final image. The merge support program 

generates a command file, which is used as input to the merge program. 

The merge program (J7ME00) reads the data from each range swath and 

selects the section of data from each swath that is to be combined with the 

data from the other range swaths being merged. The final merged image is 

written out to tape. 

4. DETAILED PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION 

In this section detailed descriptions of the equations and signal 
processing algorithms used in the processor are given. The reader is referred 
to the program documentation and processor user's manual for detailed descrip-
tions of each of the programs used in the system. The material in this section 

is not intended to prove or derive the equations used in the system, the reader 

is referred to Ref. 1 for a derivation of the theory. 

The description of the equations roughly follows the order of execu-
tion of the programs that contain them, i.e., the radar matched filter para-
meter generation programs (J70R00, J70R01), the data control program (J7DC00), 
the first part of the SAR processor (J7SE00, J7RE00, J7SE01), the filter 
generation program (J7SE30), the last part of the SAR processor (J7SE02, J7IG02, 
J7SE80, J7SE90), the merge support program (J7MS00), and finally the Doppler 
centroid estimation programs (J7CEOX, J7CE01, J7CE02X, J7CE03). 

4.1 FILTER PARAMETER GENERATION 

A standard set of parameters describing the radar characteristics, and 
the radar-target geometry is required by the program that generates the two-

dimensional matched-filter (compression filter) (J7SE30). The programs 
J70R00 (SEASAT) and J70R01 (ERIM) compute these parameters from the information 
provided with the radar data. They are specific to either SEASAT or ERIM data 
and act as an interface between the information provided with the radar data 
and the inputs required by the general SAR processor. 

Both programs generate the following set of parameters for each look 
'q' to be processed: 

1. re - the radius of the earth, (m) 

2. A 	- the radar wavelength, (m) 

- the parameter governing azimuth look spacing, (m) 3. pazig 

4. p 

	

	- the azimuth resolution for an unweighted aperture, (m) az 2q  

5. Ax 

	

	- the azimuth sample spacing on the surface of the 
Earth, (m), measured along ground-track 



- slant range to the centre of the processing swath, 6. r 1 	all looks, (m), measured in the direction of angle ao  
7. T 

	

	- radar pulse length after range look extraction, (ps) 
P 1 

8. At , 	time interval between the range samples, (ps) 

9. - the aspect angle, or the complement of the squint 
angle (degrees), for the full antenna beam 

10. K' = -
K.x 10-12 - linear frequency modulation rate in (MHz/ps) 2 

11. Aalq 
- error in the azimuth linear phase term, alq 

12. Aa2q - error in the azimuth quadratic phase term, a2c1  (1 1m) 

- height of vehicle carrying the radar, (m) 

- height of terrain above sea level, (m) 14. ht  

15. Ad
o - ground range sample spacing, (m), measured perpendicular 

to ground track 
16. NNR - length of FFT used for range resampling 

17. AfR - range offset frequency, (Hz), to be used for range 
multilooking (not implemented, August 1980) 

- velocity of the sub-satellite (aircraft) point (m/s) 18. V
eq 

19. PRF - the reciprocal of the azimuth input record spacing (s) 

18 

13. hs  

20. foA - azimuth-offset frequency, (Hz), (not implemented, 
August 1980) 

The parameters are output to a file which has the filename extension 
.FPM, e.g., SSV00010.FPM (SEASAT Survey-Mode, run 0001, swath 0). 

The two filter parameter calculation programs differ in complexity. 
The SEASAT parameter calculation program is the more complicated of the two; 
it must include the calculation of certain orbital and attitude parameters 

that are used to obtain re , Axo , h, 	h s  and Veg •  

Certain parameters are fixed for each radar type and production mode; 
these fixed values are input from files that have the filename extension 
.DAT, e.g., ERIMX.DAT. The other parameters are either entered by the operator, 
read off files on the input data tape header, or in the case of ERIM, read from 
a file defined by the Data Control Program (J7DC00), i.e., a file with the 
filename extension .EFD. 

The .EFD file contains the following parameters: 

- the range cell at which to start unpacking for this 
swath; nlst  is specified in real samples for range-
offset data and in complex samples for azimuth-offset 
or baseband data; the terms range-offset, azimuth-
offset and baseband are defined in Section 4.3.1; 

n1st 
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t' 	- the time delay to the edge of the recorded data (ps), D 

hs 	- height of the vehicle carrying the radar, (m), 

- the number of azimuth-looks, N
LKS

A 
- the number of range-looks (not implemented, August 1980). N

LKS
R 

The parameter nist  is updated for each subsequent swath. The updating is done 
by the sub-Task Monitor (J7SEA0) program, which reads a command file generated 
by the Data Control Program (J7DC00). The sub-swath location program in J7DC00 
calculates a set of n1st values which are inserted in the appropriate 

place in 
the command file. 

4.1.1 ERIM (J70R01) 

The ERIM.DAT files contain the following parameters. 

Ax
o 	- the azimuth sample spacing before look extraction, 

Ado 	- the ground-range sample spacing (not implemented, 
August 1980), 

fSR 	- the range sampling frequency, 

X 	- previously defined, 

Paz 	- previously defined, 
lq 

Paz 	- previously defined, 
2q 

	

N
SLCELLS/SSW 	- the number of slant-range samples to unpack from the 

input tape record; NSLCELLS/SSW is in real samples for 
range-offset data and in complex samples for azimuth-
offset or baseband data; 

- radar pulse length before range-look extraction, 

(K/2n) x  l0 	previously defined, 

	

Aa
lq 	- previously defined, 

	

NNR 	- previously defined, 

	

Af
R 	- previously defined, 

	

r
e 	- previously defined, 

	

Veq 	- previously defined, 

- r/2 rad, 

h
t 	

- previously defined, 
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and 

foA 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

- previously defined (not implemented, August 1980) 

The parameters required for the .FPM file are either transferred 

directly from the .DAT file, as in the case of re , X, Paz , Paz , (3.4 K' ,  lq 	2q 
Aalq , Aa2q , h s , h t , NNR,  AIR,  Vsq , and foA, or they are calculated using the 

following equations. 

The first parameter to be calculated is the PRF. In the aircraft, 
the PRF is adjusted to compensate for changes in Veq , and thereby Axo  is 
maintained constant. In the processor only the ratio of Veq/PRF is needed, 
therefore a dummy value of Veq  = 1m/ 5  can be used for the ERIM case, and the 
nominal PRF, to be used in the equations, can be calculated using the following: 

PRF = Ax 

The processes of azimuth and range-look extraction embody a 
resampling of the data. After azimuth-look extraction the azimuth sample 
spacing is either 

Ax = Axo NLKSA 
(baseband, range-offset), 

Or 

Ax = 2Ax 
	

(azimuth-offset). 
o NLKSA 

Similarly, after range-look extraction the spacing of the range samples in 
time is either 

At; = (211SR) NLKSR 
(range-offset), 

or 

At' = (11fSR)  NLKSR (baseband, azimuth-offset). 

The remaining parameters required for the .FPM file are computed 
as follows: the slant-range (measured in the slant-range plane, but in the 
direction of &), to the edge of the swath is 

C  , r 1 edge = — t 2 D 

where c is the velocity of light in free space and tl)  is the time delay to 
the first slant-range sample recorded; the slant range to the middle of the 

Veq 

(7) 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10)  

t' 

range swath to be processed is 

c 
1 = r1 edge 

+ 
(n1ST 

+ 
NSLCELLS/SSW)  

2 	2f SR ' 

the ground-range sample spacing Ado 
is equal to the azimuth sample spacing, 

i.e., 

Ad
o 

= Ax ; 

and the pulse length, after range-look extraction is 

T
p 	N 	 • 

LKSR 

NOTE: It is planned to change the action performed for parameter Ado, so that in the future (9) vvill not be 
used, but instead Ado  will be transferred directly from the .DAT file to the .FPM file. 

4.1.2 SEASAT (J70R00) 

There are four .DAT files for SEASAT, i.e., one for each mode. 
Survey, 25m 4-look, 12.5m 2-look, and 7.4m 1-look. These files contain values 
of the following parameters appropriate to the particular mode: 

- the angle of inclination of the orbit, e i  

PRF - previously defined, 

REF - the time delay from the edge of the digitization window 
to the start of the data, 

f
SR - previously defined, 

RRS - input data slant-range resampling factor, 

NAZRS - input data azimuth resampling factor, (does not include 
resampling done by look extraction), 

N
PULS - the number of pulses elapsed between the times of 

transmission and reception of the radar pulses returned 
from the range swath illuminated by the real antenna, 

ht - previously defined, 

ç2ASCREF - spacecraft reference right ascension node, 

NREVREF - spacecraft revolution number for which Q
ASCREF 

is the right 
ascension node, 



Torb - period of orbit in degrees/rev, 

X - previously defined, 

paz lq 
- previously defined, 

paz2q - previously defined, 

- previously defined, N
LKSA 

- (to be added, July 1980), NLKSR 
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N
SLCELLS/SSW 

- previously defined, 

T - previously defined, 

previously defined, 7.77 -  

1 - previously defined, 

Aa2 - previously defined, 
1:1 

NNR - FFT length for range resampling during slant/ground range 
conversion, 

AfR - range-look spacing parameter (Hz), 

Laz - azimuth FFT length before look extraction and azimuth 

f 	- azimuth-offset frequency (not implemented, August 1980). 
oA 

 

Aa 

resampling, 

Most of these parameters are used to compute the 
used in the .FPM file, others likeSt

ASCREF
, T

orb 
compute image location parameters, whicti are not 

standard set of parameters 
and NREV 

REF 
are only used to 

used in tile processing itself. 

The SEASAT data tape also contains attitude and orbit information. 
Sets of values for the satellite's position (X,Y,Z), and velocity (Vx,Vy ,Vz), 
expressed in an earth-centred inertial coordinate system defined as 8 ,: X, 
true of date of vernal equinox; Y, right-hand system; and Z, true of date of 
earth rotation axis (North). The time and frequency of the orbit points are 
one per minute with points provided on even-minute marks. The attitude 
information consists of sets of pitch, roll and yaw data measured at five-
second intervals. Each data point of determined satellite attitude is expres-
sed at a time coupled with a set of Euler angle rotations. The Euler angle 
rotations can be used to convert any vector expressed in the geocentric orbital 
reference axes to the Satellite Alignment Reference Axes 8 . The geocentric 
orbital reference axes are defined as: the X-axis in the inertial direction of 
flight (derived from Y and Z), the Y-axis parallel to the negative of the orbit 
normal, and the Z-axis toward the earth centre of mass 8 . The Euler angle 
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rotations are in the Z, X, Y order of axes, which correspond to satellite yaw, 

roll, and pitch (0y ,OR ,Op )• 

There is also a set of ancillary data at the beginning of each 

SEASAT record, this data contains such information as the delay NDELAy, an 

integer which when divided by 64 gives the location of the start of the digi-

tization window, expressed as a fraction of 1/PRF, from the start of inter-

pulse period NpuLs. The ancillary data record also contains the time of day 

for the data record. 

In addition to the above data the computer operator must input 

the following information specific to the run: the run number, the estimate 

of a produced by the Doppler centroid estimator (for all but the Survey-Mode), 

the SEASAT data type record number to be used in the calculation of the .FPM 

parameters, the range cell number in the range-offset data at which to start 
unpacking (ni ), and the SEASAT revolution number (IREV ' ) 	For the Survey-Mode 

- ST  
a value for a is calculated using the attitude and orbit data (see also (29)). 

From all this information the necessary parameters for the .FPM 
can then be calculated. First, the approximate right ascension node S2Asc  is 

calculated, i.e., 

QASC = ç2ASCREF + (NREV 	
+ IREV)Torb

, 
REF 

and then Stieisc is normalized to the interval 0 qASC <  2n. The OAK can be 

used in conjunction with the SEATRAK* calculator and the spacecraft latitude 
to locate the radar scene on the surface of the earth. Next, the file of 
values of: X, Y, and Z; Vx, Vy, Vz, and 0y, Op and OR are read from the SEASAT 
data tape and the pairs of values, which bracket the time of acquisition of the 
record selected for the orbit computation, are extracted, converted to 
appropriate units, and then the values of: X, Y, Z; Vx,Vy,Vz; and Oy, Op,  OR  
at the selected time are found by linear interpolation. From these basic 
parameters the ground-track velocity Vsq , the altitude and latitude of the 
satellite hs , and LAT,  and the radius of the 

Earth re  are calculated. 

The calculation of the ground-track velocity involves many steps, 
which produce as by-products all of the other above-mentioned parameters. The 

spacecraft velocity in inertial coordinates (X, Y, Z) is 

V = fV2 	V. 
S 	X 	Y 	Z' 

This velocity must be combined with the tangential velocity of the surface of 
the earth in order to obtain Veq. 

The computation of the earth's tangential velocity involves the 
calculation of: the spacecraft latitude ,LAT' the radius of the Earth at  

* The SEATRAK calculator is a circular sliderule used to find the satellite 
track over the Earth's surface. 

(11)  

(12)  



(13)  

(14) 
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this latitude, the angular position (4)0)  of the satellite in its orbit (see 
Figure 11), and the angle that the velocity vector V s  makes with the north 
vector at the satellite point. The spacecraft  latitude  is 

(

(I)LAT = tan-1 
z  

(x2+y2)1/2) 
. 

The radius of the Earth at this latitude is 

r 
2 	2.r 	 r. ae
cos y

LAT 
+ b 2

esin
2  yLAT 

where ae  = 6378388.0, the semi-minor axis of the Earth; and be  = 6356912.0 9 , 
the semi-major axis of the Earth. The angular position of the satellite is 

a2b 2 
e e 

(Po = sin-1 (s1114)LAT  sine i  sine. / • (15) 

The components of the Earth's tangential velocity normal and parallel to Vs 
can then be calculated using the following equations: 

sine coe 
i 	o  Ven = wr cos ee 	(1)LAT - 

(1 	sin 2 0sin2 4)o ) 1/2  

and 

, Sin 2 ecos 2 1)o Vep = wre cos 	
1 - 

1 - sin 2 0sin2d

11  

e 	LAT  

where, we  is the radial velocity of the Earth. The ground-track velocity 
Veq is then 

y eq 	en 	c 	
,y

ep
1) 2 ] 1/2  , 

a 

where 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

hs ca = 1 + — re ' (19) 
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(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

MERIDIAN 

Vs 	I 	 ,SUB-SATELLITE POINT 
CO 	

PARALLEL OF 
LATITUDE 

EQUATORIAL 
PLANE 

ORBITAL PLANE 

and 

h  = (x4y4z 2 ) 2 r 
 s 

Figure 11. Angles that define orbit. Vica  and Veq are tangential to the planet surface. 

The slant-range to the middle of the range sub-swath to be 
processed is given by 

NSLCELLS/SSW  c 
i
1 

= r
1 	

+ (n 	+ 
2 

edge 
 (ni 
	

2f 
 SR 

' 

where, 

1edge 	

NDELAY)  1 

= 	

- t' 
PULS 	64 	PRF 	REF • 

The calculation of a very approximate value of angle a, (as 
opposed to the value measured by the Doppler centroid estimator), requires 
the computation of several other values. First, the equivalent yaw of the 
spacecraft eye (see Figure 12) must be found. For a descending orbit, i.e., 
V > 0, 

	

1 	IV
en

I  
, 

	

eye = tan- 	iv f 
i 	8 1 

— + IVep I) ca 

(23) 
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and for an ascending orbit, i.e., Vz  < 0, 

en  

tan' ( 
ye 	 IVa l 

vep l  

(24) 

Figure 12 Vehicle equivalent velocity 

Then the ground-range, do , measured perpendicular to track, to the middle of 
the total 100 km ground-range swath must be calculated. The distance is 

d = d - 	+ 50000, 
(7: 

o 	1 edge 
cos 7 ay   

where 

-1  r

1 edge)  2  
r
e 	

2 

	

a 	
2 

-2 	C 	C  cacb  
d
1 edge 

= r
e 

cos 	 (26) 

h
t 

cb  = 1 + 	, 

(25) 

(27 
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(28)  

(29)  

(32)  

(33)  

and 

cx = (11  - 6ye  - 6 . y 	2 	 y 

Finally, the calculated value of à, denoted by àyp , is 

tana 

yp 
 

=tan -1( 	 Y  
hs 1 + — tan(-6p

)tana 
do 	 Y 

Angle âyp  must be normalized to the range -n/2 < otyp  < u/2. If no centroid 
estimate (a) is available ayp is transferred to the .FPM file in place of Œ.  

The remaining parameters for the .FPM file: At', Tp , Axq  and 
Ado , are found by using the following equations: 

N 
P SR RRS LKSR 

' 

T_ 	 (31) 
p NRRSNLKSR 

and 

V 
Ax - 	N 	N 
q PRF LKSA AZRS ' 

Ado = Ax 	. 

For azimuth-offset data (not implemented as of August 1980), 
eqn. (32) becomes 

(30) 

2V 
eq Ax - 	N 	N q PRF LKSA AZRS ' 

(34) 
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The real azimuth-offset data are converted to complex baseband data during 
azimuth-look extraction, therefore an extra factor of 2 must be used in (32) 
to obtain eqn. (34). The range sample spacing At' is the spacing of the com-
plex baseband samples, therefore a factor of 2 must also be used in (30) to 
convert from  11S  R' the spacing of the real range-offset samples, to the 
spacing of the complex baseband samples. The ground-range sample spacing Ad o 

 is set equal to the azimuth sample spacing in the individual azimuth-looks so 
that square pixels are produced in the final image. 

It is not necessary to run all of program J70R00 for each new 
scene or mode to be processed from the same set of input data. The values 
calculated by J70R00 particular to a specific orbit are stored in a file that 
has the filename extension .ORB. The parameters, relevant to this discussion, 
that are stored in the .ORB file are: 

- the record number at which the orbital data is computed, 

- re - previously defined, 

- r1 edge 
- previously defined, 

- Veq - previously defined, 

- aYP  - previously defined, 
and 	 - hs - previously defined. 

A further set of calculations is performed for the SEASAT Survey-
Mode only. The data used to produce a Survey-Mode image undergoes a sampling 
rate reduction by a factor of 4 in range and a factor of 16 in azimuth. The 
range sampling rate reduction is straightforward and is done in J7SE00 as part 
of the range-offset to baseband demodulation (see Section 4.3.2.3). The 
azimuth sample rate reduction is more complicated because the azimuth data are 
modulated on a carrier, fa , the frequency of which changes with u. The azimuth 
sampling rate reduction (see Section 4.3.4)(J7RE00), involves a demodulation, a 
low-pass filtering operation, and a sampling rate reduction by an integer 
factor. The program J7RE00 that does the azimuth sampling rate reduction 
requires as input the FFT line number (LNOMsm) that corresponds to azimuth-
frequency, fa . For all data types except azimuth-offset (defined in 
Section 4.3.1), this line number, LNOMsm  is calculated using one of the 
following equations. 

INTEGER Laz (f-Na 
PRF) 

+ L LNOM = 	 ' SM PART 	 PRF 	 azj  

a <—, 
 —2 , 

Or 

(35) 

INTEGER L(f-N PRF) 	 Tr 
LNOM =SM PART 	

az a a 	, (ayp > —2 ) , 
PRF 

(36) 
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(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

where 

2V r 	sine
r , f 	_ 	e c  

a 	X r1 a tanayp 

2½  

(

r \ 2 

1 

r 	
a 	 

r) 	c2a 
e = sina 	1 

YP 	 -2ccb  

and, 

INTEGER ( fot  N = 
a PART PRF 

The value of LNOMsm is written out to a file, which has the filename extension .REC. This file is used by J7RE00 (see Figure 10). 

For azimuth-offset data (37) is changed to 

f  =f 	, 
a 	oA 

wher e foA  is the azimuth-offset frequency. This modified value of fot  is then 

used in  (3  
9) and either (35) or (36) to find LNOMsm . 

4 . 2  DATA CONTROL PROGRAM (J7DC00) 

sheets The data control program generates: the operator run control 
e i.e., lists of all the procedures the computer operator must perform and cf all the tapes which are required by each procedure; the data control 

ecklist which contains a list of tasks (programs) that must be executed 
'before the operator can start a production run; and the command files for the 
sub-task monitor (J7SEA0). The command files are used to control the image 
elneration phase and the tape-to-disc, disc-to-tape copies. In addition to 

the 
 above functions, the Data Control Program also provides a capability for 

%-alculating ERIM subswath sizes and start-cell positions, as well as a 
ea 

PabilitY for calculating SEASAT sub-swath start-record and start-cell numbers. 

As shown in Figure 10, the Data Control Program has associated 
nth it 

 lollows:
numerous input and output files. The files and their uses are as 

(40) 
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1. CSAq 
ERIE .RUN 	 - contains a list of previously designated run 

numbers and range swaths; it is used in preparing 
run control sheets, data control checklists, and 
command files; 

4. {CSAT 
ERIM} 9999.TAP 

5.
iCSAT} .PROG tERIM 

- configuration parameters for J7DC00 itself, i.e., 
buffer sizes, etc.; 

- file of filenames, used in selection of the 
appropriate task .CTX files when doing Logical 
Unit assignments, it is also used in command 
files; 

- file of tape numbers for run 9999, it is used in 
creating run control sheets; 

- file of the names of the programs that must be 
run for each data type; it is used in creating 
the command files; 

6. ERIM 	.DAT - used to update 	in the ERIM 	.FPM file. 
(NOTE: ERIM data is run as  gràuf  of sub-swaths 
and between each sub-swath î l  must be updated) 

- set of fixed orbit and radar parameters for SEASAT 
Survey-Mode, it is used in SEASAT scene location 
program; 

- file containing input to filter generation 
program for SEASAT Survey-Mode, run 9999, it is 
used in SEASAT scene location program; 

- file containing basic orbit information for SEASAT 
run 9999, it is output by J70R00 at the time the 
set-up operations are performed for the Survey-
Mode image of run 9999, and is used in the SEASAT 
scene location program for the other SEASAT modes; 

7. ORBSUR.DAT 

8. SSV99990.FPM 

9. SSV99990.0RB 

10. SSV99990.MRG 

11. CSAT.OLP 

EX 
12. E { EL } 9999A.EFD 

- file merge data for Survey-Mode; it is output by 
the filter generation program (J7SE30) at the time 
of processing of the SEASAT Survey-Mode image of 
run 9999, and is used in the SEASAT scene location 
program; 

- file containing the standard values of slant-range 
overlap to be used when designating either SEASAT 
or ERIM range sub-swaths; 

- file containing range delay, start-cell number and 
altitude for ERIM run 9999, swath A; it is output 
by J7DC00; 



SV 
LR 
IR 
HR 

13. 	s 9999A.CM2 

14. 	s 
SV 
LR 
IR 
HR 

9999A.MSD 

IR 9999A.MSF 1 5. 

HR HR 

E 

 {

EX } 9999A.MSF EL 

SV 
16. S LR  9999A.LKO IR 

HR 

E  {EX } 
9999A.LKO EL 
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- command file for azimuth block-group 2, for run 
9999, sub-swath A; each group of azimuth blocks 
has associated with it, its own command file, 
which is used by the sub-task monitor; the number 
of azimuth blocks per group is determined by the 
processing mode; the command file is output by 
the Data Control Program; 

- file containing command input to be used by the 
merge-support program, i.e., the number of sub-
swaths to be merged to form the final scene, the 
data mode, the run number, sub-swath numbers of 
the sub-swaths being merged and whether complex 
or real data is to be output; 

- file containing information about the files and 
tape drives to be used during tape-to-disc copy 
operations and during subsequent merging opera-
tions; 

- the look overlay displacement file; it contains 
the number of looks to overlay, the number of 
elements in each record, the number of records 
to read from each input file for each look, the 
total number to read for each look, and the 
number of records to skip on the first input 
file before reading data for this look. 

The description given in this document is mainly concerned with 
the ERIM and SEASAT location equations. The operator run control sheet, data 
control checklist, and command file generation functions are described in 
details in Refs. 10, 11. 

4.2.1 SEASAT Location Program 

Early in the development of the CRC SAR processor SEASAT 
Processing modes,the need for a facility that would allow one to easily locate 
ta rgets about which high (7m azimuth resolution), intermediate (12m azimuth 
resolution), and low (25m azimuth resolution) images were to be centred was 
recognized. In particular, a precision location capability minimizes the size 
ef the scene that must be processed to contain a desired target or feature. 
This capability is especially useful when processing 7m azimuth resolution 
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images. It was decided that the best method was to produce a quick-look or 
Survey-Mode (100m x 100m resolution - 1 look) image of the entire data set 
contained on the input tapes (100 km x 100 km), then to measure the position 
of targets of interest on this image, and finally to use the measured position 
to locate the desired size and mode of scene, i.e., find the starting record 
and starting cell within the input tape set. 

In the following discussion it is assumed that a Survey-Mode image 
has already been processed and that all of the files necessary to produce a 
Survey-Mode image have been set up. 

The following parameters are required for operation of the 
location program: 

1. from the operator's terminal: 

x - the measured horizontal distance, to the target being 
located, on the photograph of the Survey-Mode image; 

w - the measured total width of the photograph of the Survey- 
Mode image (the zero-filled areas are not included); 

y - the measured vertical distance, to the target being located, 
on the photograph of the Survey-Mode image; 

h - the measured total height of the photograph of the Survey-
Mode image (the zero-filled areas are not included); 

a - the complement of the squint angle, as measured using the 
Doppler centroid estimator; 

N
SSW - the number of slant-range sub-swaths in the scene to be 

located; 

NREC/LAST TAPE - the number of records on the last tape of the SEASAT input 
data tape set; and, 

NBLK - the number of azimuth blocks in the scene to be located. 

2. from the DCOOCSAT.CTX file: 

NSLCELLS/REC - the number of real slant-range samples per tape record; 

SLCELLS ADV  - 
the number of real slant-range cells to advance per range 
sub-swath (after sub-swath overlap is taken into account); 
the value is selected on the basis of the width in slant-
range of the two-dimensional matched filter; the width of 
the filter depends in turn on the mode of the image to be 
processed; 

N
REC/TAPE - the number of records per SEASAT input data tape; 
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N
1 	- the approximate length in azimuth of the two-dimensional 
SUR 	matched filter that was used to process the SEASAT Survey- 

Mode image; 

- the number of records to advance per azimuth block for the NREC
ADV 	scene being located; the value of NREc 	is selected on 

ADV 
the basis of the length in azimuth of the two-dimensional 
matched filter; the length depends in turn on the processing 
mode; 

N
LKS - the number of azimuth looks in the scene being located 

(depends on the data mode); 

- the number of records, for the mode being located, to be OV
B 	removed at the bottom of the processed image; during the 

azimuth corrections a certain number of records are 
wrapped around in azimuth on the processing block; these 
wrapped around records must be removed; 

N1 	- the approximate length, in resampled azimuth samples, of 
MODE 	the two-dimensional matched filter, for the mode of the 

scene being located (N 1 	must be multiplied by the 
'MODE 

number of azimuth-looks Nucs  to get the actual length, in 
A 

input data records, of the azimuth filter); 

N
SLCELLS/ 	

- the number of real slant-range samples per sub-swath for 
SSW 	the mode being processed; and, 

N
REC 	- the number of records processed per azimuth block for the 

/BLK 	scene being located. 

3. from the S5V99990.MRG file: 

n* 
SUR 

the edge of the vector containing the Survey-Mode image 
range data; n!; 	is zero at the ground-track and is 

-SUR 
and is measured perpendicular to the ground-track; 

FNZRCV 	- the first non-zero element of the vector containing the SUR 
Survey-Mode image range data; and, 

LNZRCV 	- the last non-zero element of the vector containing the 
SUR 

4. from the SSV99990.FPM file: 

Ad
o 	- the ground-range satple spacing (in the Survey-Mode image); 
SUR 

re - the radius of the Earth; 

Survey-Mode image range data. 
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h s - the height of the satellite above sea level; 

h t - the height of the terrain above sea level; 

1 	- the slant-range to the centre of the swath for the Survey- 
SUR 	Mode image;  1SUR is  measured along the squint direction 

; 
yp 

Veq 
- the velocity along ground-track of the sub-satellite 

point; and, 

PRF - the pulse repetition frequency of the radar. 

5. from the ORBSUR.DAT file: 

f
SR - the range sampling frequency; and 

- the azimuth resampling factor for the Survey-Mode image. NAZRS 

6. from the CSAT.OLP file: 

Nov 	- the overlap, for the mode of scene being located, to be 
allowed on the left side of each range sub-swath; Nov LM 	 LMODE 
is specified in complex slant-range samples; in azimuth 
multilook images the looks are offset from each other in 
range (see Section 4.7), this offset means that at the 
edges of the image a step wedge effect is produced, i.e., 
zones of one look, two looks, three looks, etc., exist 
(see Figure 36); these zones, which do not contain the full 
number of looks, must be removed, hence the sub-swaths must 
be overlapped by Nov  

LMODE 

7. from SSV99990.0RB file: 

r1 edge 
- the slant-range to the edge of the full range-swath; and 

8. from CSAT9999.TAP file: 

- the number of tapes in the SEASAT input data set. NTAPES 

The preceding information is used in conjunction with the tape 
numbers in the CSAT9999.TAP file during the production of the operator run 
control sheets, and the generation of the command files. In addition, the 
starting range sample number for each sub-swath is placed in the .CTX file 
for J7SE00 via the sub-task monitor. 
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The starting and ending range samples are 
calculated by: 

1) finding the ground-range to the target, 
measured perpendicular to ground-

track, from the distance measured on the Survey-Mode 
image photograph; 

2) converting the ground-range perpendicular to track, to 
the ground-range 

measured in the squint direction; 3) calculating the slant-range in the 
squint 

direction from the ground-range in the squint direction; 4) converting the 

slant-range in the squint direction into a slant-range sample number; 
and 

5 ) using the slant-range sample number at mid-scene to find 
the starting and 

ending slant-range samples for each sub-swath (see Figures 13, 14). 
The ground-

range to the target, measured perpendicular to ground-track, 
is 

Zx 
d = — (d -d ) + do , 
ox Zw 

oR oL 

where do  , the ground-range distance to the far edge measured perpendicular to 

track, 

d
oR 

= [n* 	+ (LNZRCVS 
 - 1)]Ad 
UR  

SUR 	 °SUR 

0  , the ground-range distance to the 
near edge measured perpendicular to 

traok , Lis  

d
o 

= [n* 	+ (FNZRCVSUR 
 - 1)]Ad 

SUR 	 °SUR 

The ground-range d 	measured in the squint direction 
is found from the 

1,' 
ground-range 

dox 
using the following equation: 

sin(d /re
) 

d
lx 
a = re 

sin-1 	 . 
sin 

Gro  
und-range d 1 

is then converted to slant-range  r 1 x , where 

dl 

r
lx 

= r 	c 2  + c 2  - 2ccb 
cos 	 • 

e a 	 a 	re 

(41) 

(42) 

and d 
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The slant-range r
1 
 is then used to compute the slant-range sample n i 	which 

corresponds to thexmiddle of the scene, i.e., 	
NID 

r1r1
edge 	SLCELLS 

 
ni  2 

2f
SR 

From n1 , the starting and ending sample numbers  n1 andand n 	for each of 
MID 	 1 	' END  

the NSSW  sub-swaths can be calculated using the following algorithm (see Figure 
14); 

1. Repeat for j=1, Nssw  

INTEGER Nssw 
i) n 	(j) = 	

(E
1MID 

2  

1 ST 	PART 	 SLCELLSADV 2NOVL MODE) 

(46) 

+ (j-1) ( NSLCELLS 	
- 2N

OV ADv 	L  
MODE) 

ii) n
i 	

(j) = ni
ST

(j) ) 
check 

2. if n
1 	9 (1) < 0 then repeat for ail j=1, Nssw  
ST 

i) nl (j)  = nl (j) - n1(1) + 1, 
ST 	check 	check 

 

ii) n1 

	

	(j) = n1sT  
check 

3. If [n1ST
(NSSW) + NSLCELLS 	] > NSLCELLS 	then repeat /SSW 	 /REC' 

for ail j=1, Nssw  

and 

(47)  

(48)  
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1) 
 n1  (j)  = n1

CHECK
(j) 	[111 	(NSSW 	 /REC NSLCELLS 

CHECK )  

+ NSLCELLS 

4. if n 	(1) < 0 1  then set n i  (1) = 1; and, 
1
ST 'ST 

5. repeat for all j=1, N ssw : 

n 	(j) = n 	(j) + N
SLCELLS 1

END 	1 ST 	 /SSW 

The algorithm assumes that one will not try to locate 
more swaths than is 

Possible in N 
SLCELLS /REC. 

VEHICLE 
POSITION 

I 1 mm°  
Am 

Um d % —%-OR Zw 
N REC/sET 

Zy 
--NREC/SET 
Zh 

4r 

a 

ox 

(49) 

(50) 

(51)  

doL  

doR  

Figure 13. Location on survey-image of SEASAT scenes to be processed 
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S SW3 

A. B + 2 NOvi_ mooi  

NSLCELLS/Bsvd "NSLEELLS ADV  
2 

D =  D N°VemoDE 

NBED/BLK NMEC ADv 

2 

Figure 14. Overlap of svvaths and blocks for located scene 

The values of n 	(j) are passed by the Data Control Program, 
1 cm  

via the sub-task monitor, to tliè .CTX file for J7SE00, the program that does 

the unpacking. In addition the values of both  n 1 	and n1 	
(j) are printed 

out on the data control forms. 	 J-ST 	 END 

The starting and ending tape and record numbers are calculated by: 

1) finding the shift in records that exists between the record 
number calculated from the position measured on the photograph of the Survey-

Mode image and the record number at which the data, from the centre of the 
azimuth phase history for that target, was actually acquired; 

2) converting the vertical distance measured off the photograph 

of the Survey-Mode image into a record number in the data set; 

3) finding the absolute starting and ending record numbers in 
the data set; and 

4) converting these record numbers into relative starting and 
ending records and absolute starting and ending tape numbers. The relative 

B - 

D - 



2 r
1 

-1 G-e2-1) - c2a-cl 
tan cos 	-2c c ab  

tans 
(52) e 

Am 	— sin
-1 

Ax o 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 
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starting and ending record numbers are measured from the beginning of the 
starting and ending tape. 

The absolute record numbers are measured from the beginning of 
the total tape set. There is a shift between the measured record number and 
the record number at which the data was acquired because the Survey-Mode image 
(as are all the other images) has been corrected so that the imagery will look 
as if it was acquired by a sidelooking SAR. However, the data is really 
acquired by a squinted SAR and therefore the data associated with a given 
Position on the Survey-Mode image either occurs before or after the measured 
record number in the data set (see Figure 13). The shift is negative (data 
occurs after) if 0 < lal < u/2, and is positive (data occurs before) if 
r/2 < 1(11 < n. The-recoii shift Am is 

This shift is used to correct the measured value of m as follows: 

N1  
+ Am 	

SUR  
= 	N mMID Zh REC/SET 	

2 
NAZRS, 

where ,  

N
REC

/SET 
= N

REC /TAPE (NTAPES
-1) + NREC 

/LAST TAPE . 

The shift  (N1 
	/2)NAZRS 

is necessary to compensate for the wrap-around of 

SUR 
1 	/ 2  Survey-Mode azimuth samples that occurs during the processing of the 
SUR 

SurveY-M 
record ode imagery (see Section 4.4.5). The absolute starting and ending 

rd numbers (mST and  mEND) 
 can then be found using the following algorithm: 

N
BLK  1. m

ST = mMID 	2 (NRECADV 
- N

OVB MODE
NLKSA) ' 

if m 	< 0, set msT  = 1, ST - 
2. 



(58) 

(59) 

(60)  

(61) 

(62) 

3. mEND = mST + (NBLK
-1)N

REC 	
+ N

REC/BLK ADV 
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and 

4. if m 	> N 	, set 
END 	REC/SET 	

.END  = NREC /SET 

The values of mST and mEND  TP
ST 

and  TPEND' and the st 
the ending record m' ND  rel E number is 

are then used to find the starting and ending tape 
arting record m Y T  relative to the 

start of TPsT  and 
S ative to the start of TPEND.  The starting 

tape 

TP = INTEGER 	mST -1 
ST PART 	 + 1 , 

NREC/TAPE) 

and the ending tape number is 

INTEGER ( 	-1  ) TP 	= 	 END  
END PART 	 + 1 . 

NREC /TAPE 

The relative starting record m'sT  is 

m' = m - N 	(TP ST
-1) 

' ST 	ST 	REC /TAPE 

and the relative ending record ITI ND  is 

mEND = mrND - NREC/TAPE
(TPEND

-1) . 

The values m , mEND'  ' TP ST and  TPEND are 
used by the Data 

ST 
Control Program in forming the operator run control sheets and the command 
files. The operator run control sheets are lists used by the operator. The 
command files are read by the sub-task Monitor, which has the capability of 
loading and starting tasks, assigning logical units, and outputting messages, 
such as 'MOUNT TAPE XXXX ON MT XX'. The combination of the sub-task Monitor 
and command files allows the automated running of the processor, and the 
automatic control of tape motion. 
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4.2.2 ERIM Sub-Swath Location Program 

steep 	
In some modes of operation the ERIM radar views the ground at a 

er angle (i.e., Tr/2 rad) than the SEASAT radar. This steep viewing angle 
causes the number of ground-range samples per slant-range sample to change 
very rapidly with ground-range. It was found that a fixed-overlap sub-swath 
location technique, such as that used for SEASAT was inadequate for the ERIM 
data. Instead, a variable overlap was used. The ERIM sub-swath location 
Program calculates these overlaps so that a multiple sub-swath ERIM image can 
be processed with a minimum number of operations and with no gaps between the 
sub- swaths. File size limitations restrict the number of ground-range cells 
that can be output per sub-swath. The maximum number of slant-range cells th  
at can be advanced per sub-swath is the lessor of: the number of slant-

range cells advanced when the maximum number of ground-range cells that can be 
accommodated are produced; and the number of valid slant-range samples 
Produced per sub-swath. The number of valid samples is defined as the number tI:lat remain when the range filter length is subtracted from the sub-swath 

The program must establish the maximum number of slant-range cells to advance, find the start of each sub-swath, and check that all the sub-swaths 
ere  completely contained within the data set. 

Program: 
The following parameters are required by the sub-swath location 

1. From the operator's terminal: 

hs - the height of the aircraft, 

t' - the time delay to the first slant-range sample, D 

n1 - the slant-range cell, in the input data, at which to 
ST 	start unpacking, and 

MODE - X- or L-band; 

2. From the DCOOERIM.CTX file: 

N
GCELLS/SSW 	- maximum number of ground-range samples per sub-swath, 

MAX 	and 

SLCELLS 	- the total number of slant-range cells per record; 
/REC 

 

3. From the ERIM1MODEt.DAT file: 

Ad
o - ground-range sample spacing, measured perpendicular to 

ground-track, 

fSR - range data sampling rate, and 

T - the transmitted pulsewidth; 



(64) 

(65) 

4. From an interna1 data statement: 
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NOV
MODE 

- the sub-swath overlap for this mode. 

The first step in finding the range sub-swath starting cells is 
the calculation of the length, NR  of the 2-D matched filter in range, i.e., 

NR = T fSR . 

Then, the slant-ranges to the start of the record and to the edge of the scene 
are found, i.e., 

c = 	tD ' r
1  ST0  

and, 

r  +n  = . 1 edge 	'ST 	'ST 
 2f 

 SR o 

If the distance to the edge of the scene is less than the aircraft height, 
i.e., if the digitization window has been set incorrectly, the start cell n 1 must be adjusted to force r 1 edge to hs , i.e., if r 1 edge < hs , then 	ST 

_ 	 2fSR n 	- (h - —c  t l ) 
'ST 	s 	2 D 	c 

and (65) is used to find r 1 edge again. 

One more parameter, the maximum number of slant-range cells to 
be advanced per sub-swath

' NSLCELLS 	, must be calculated before the sub- 
ADV 

swath location can begin. The parameter NSLCELLS 	is computed as follows: 
ADV 

NSLCELLS 	 - N
ADV 

= NGCELLS/SSW 	R-N OVMODE MAX 

( 6 3 ) 

(66) 

(67) 
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The location of the range sub-swaths can now be done. Three 
arrays and one variable are computed: 

r1 (j)- the slant range to the start of the sub-swath 'i'; 
ST 

 

(i) - the number of slant-range cells contained in sub-swath '1'; 
/SSW 

(i) - the number of ground-range cells contained in sub-swath 'i'; GCELLS
/SSW 

SSW - the number of sub-swaths required for the scene. 

The calculation proceeds from near range to far range. The slant- and ground-
ranges to the edge of the first swath are calculated, then for each swath in turn the values of r 	 (i) are found. 

1
ST 

(i), N SLCELLS 	
(i), and N

GCELLS 
/SSW 	 /SSW 

The algorithm used is as follows: 

1. Reset the cumulative number of slant and ground-range cells 
per scene 

= N
SLCELLS

C
um 0, 

and 
 

N
GCELLS 	

= 0;
C
um 

2. Set the value of 

r
1ST

(1) = r1 edge ; 

3. then, for each swath 'i' starting with i=2 and continuing 
up to i=100, unless the loop is exitted, do the following 
calculations: 

a) find the ground-range to the start of the next sub-swath 
with the assumption that NGCELLS 	

are advanced 
/SSW MAX 

per swath, i.e.., 

d 2 (i-1) - h 2  + N 	 àdo ; 
s 	GCELLS 1TEMP 	

1
ST 	 /SSW MAX 

SLCELLS 

(68)  

(69)  



(70)  

(71)  

(72)  

(73) 
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h) use d 	to find r 	(1), allowing for an overlap, 
1TEMP 	

1
ST 

r 1 (i) =11d 2 	+ h2 
- Nov  

ST 	1TEMP 	
s 	

MODE 21SR 

c) check if 
c 	, 

r 1 ST
(i) >  [r 1 

ST
+ (N

SLCELLS
/REC 

- N
GCELLS/SSW 	2f'  

o  MAX SR 

i.e., check to see if the starting slant-range is 
beyond the last permissible starting slant-range, 
and if it is, set the starting slant-range to the 
maximum allowable, 

)  c  
r

1
(i) = r

1
ST 

+(N 
	

- N 
ST 	

GCELLS/SSW
MA 
 2f 	' 
X SR 

o 

and then set a flag IEND=1 to indicate that an end 
condition has been reached; 

d) calculate the number of slant-range cells in the 
sub-swath 

N SLCELLS ( 1-1) = (r
1 
 (i) - r

1 
 (1-1))/-2f -- , 

ST 	 ST /SSW 	 SR 

e) save this value of NSLCELLS 	(i-1), i.e., 
/SSW 

(i-1) ; N SLCELLS 	= NSLCELLS /SSW 	 /SSW 

f) check if the number of slant-range cells is greater 
than the maximum number allowed, if so, set NSLCELLS/

(i1) - 

to the maximum allowed, i.e., if NSLCELLS 	(i-1) > 
, then 	 /SSW N SLCELLS /SSW MAX 

(74) NSLCELLS (i-1) = N 
/SSW 	 SLCELLS/SSW MAX 



(79) 

(80) 
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g) check if the number of cells has been modified; if it 
has adjust  r1 	i.e., if N

SLCELLS 	
N 

-"ST 	 /SSW 	
SLCELLS

/SSW 
(i-1), then 

(1-1) 	c 	+ r 	(i-1) . r 1 ST
(i) = N

SLCELLS /SSW 	2f5R 	1ST 

h) calculate the ground-range to the start of this sub-swath, 

C 
 (i) 	 m 
0V 	

2 	h2. d 	
ST 

	ei 	 s' 1ST 	 SR 	MODE] 

i) calculate the number of ground-range samples advanced 
for sub-swath '1-1', 

d1 (i) - d
1ST

(1-1) 

= ST  (77) N
GCELLS 	

(i-1) 
	 Ad /SSW 	 o  

j) reset d 	(i-1) to d 	(1); 1
ST 	 'ST  

k) calculate the cumulative numbers of slant- and ground-
range cells for the sub-swaths located thus far, i.e., 

N
SLCELLS (i) = N

SLCELLS 	
(i-1) + N 	 (i-1) , 	( 78) 

/CUM 	 /CUM 	
SLCELLS

/SSW 

and 

NGCELLS (i) = N
GCELLS 	

(i-1) + NGCELLS 	
(i-1) ; 

/CUM 	 /CUM 	 /SSW 

1) update the number of swaths, 

NSSW = i -1 ; 

(75) 

(76) 
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and 

m) check if an end condition has occurred, i.e., if  1END=1 
exit loop, otherwise go to a); 

4. Output a table of values of i,  r1 	NSLCELLS 	(i), 
J-ST 	 /SSW 

(i) N 	 (i) N 	 (i); and NGCELLS 	 GCELLS 
/SSW 	

SLCELLS /CUM 	 /CUM 

5. Pass the values, r1 (1), NSLCELLS 	
(i), NGCELLS 	(i) 

ST 
 

/SSW 	 /SSW 
and NSSW 

 back to J7DC00. 

The value r1 (1) is used by J7DC00 in the creation of the 
ST 

 

E{
EX }.9999A.EFD file which contains t' ' n 	and h s . The array  r1 (i) is 
EL D 1 ' ST  

used to calculate an array of slant-range increments [ri  (i) -  r1 
"LST 

which in turn is used to update the slant-range to the middle of the sub-swath, 
contained in the ERIM.FPM file, produced by J70R01. The updating is done 

after each sub-swath in the scene is processed. 

4.3 THE SAR PROCESSOR PART 1 (J7SE00, J7RE00, J7SE01) 

This section describes the portion of the SAR processor that 
performs the data unpacking, the two-dimensional FFT, the optional range-
offset to base-band demodulation, the look extraction, and the multiplication 
of the frequency-domain data for each look by the frequency-domain filter for 
that look. During an actual processing run the filter generation (J7SE30) is 
done before the above steps. In the following, the order of description has 
been reversed so that J7SE00, J7RE00 and J7SE01 are described first. This 
has been done so that the reader can more easily understand, by following 
the processing steps the radar data goes through before the filter is applied, 
why the two-dimensional reference function has the form it does. The section 
begins with a description of the received radar signal, and then continues 
with the range FFT, the optional range-offset to baseband demodulation, the 
azimuth FFT and look extraction, and ends with the filter multiply. 

4.3.1 The Form of the Input Data 

As was explained in Section 2.1 the received signal can be 
considered to be two-dimensional. The range signal characteristics are 
determined by the modulation on the transmitted signal, and the azimuth 
characteristics are determined by the modulation induced on the coherent 
carrier signal by the Doppler effect. 
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The transmitted signal is pulsed at the PRF, which in effect 
samples the azimuth signal at the PRF and causes the Doppler (azimuth) spectrum 
to be repeated with the multiples spaced at the PRF. The radar squint causes 
the centre of the azimuth spectrum to be shifted away from zero Doppler 
frequency to some other value, possibly several multiples of the PRF away. 
Therefore, the signal contained between +PRF and -PRF is sometimes a multiple 
of the basic spectrum. 

10 wer Doppler spectrum sidebands lie at  +f and and -foA
. The demodulation also 

shifts the spectrum in range so that it is centred about zero range frequency. 

The SAR processor requires the data to be in complex format. For eerr th  -ain data types such as ERIM, the data is recorded as a baseband signal and 
r'erefore no further conversion is necessary. For SEASAT data, which is 
ecorded as a range-offset signal, a conversion to baseband must be done. The 
ceasor has a parameter in the .CTX file for J7SE00, which can be set to turn r the range-offset to baseband conversion. If the parameter is not set, no 

8 °Ilversi0n is done and that part of the processor software is skipped. A 

jec)nd parameter in the .CTX file provides the line number (the equivalent of 
ne ran ge-offset frequency foR in Figure 

15(b) about which the demodulation 

If the data is in azimuth-offset format a real-to-complex FFT is still the  used for the range signal and a complex-to-complex FFT is still used for 
0,, azimuth signal. However, the range FFT is half the length used for range- 
2-raet data and the azimuth FFT is twice the length used for the range-off-set `Leta. 

for 	 In order to illustrate the demodulation process the equations 
ar  the radar signal, returned from a unity reflection coefficient point target 

given. The antenna weighting is assumed to be rectangular and of length 
ttxo at range rl. The signal modulation is assumed to be linear FM. For a 
'rget at range r1  the received range-offset signal  g(t) is 

(t e -t t (m) - 2:4) 1 	2 
gRO (t t ,m) = Re Rect 	 Rect(-) N1 

expR2

uf t' - 271-  ti(m -.)1 
°R 

In the radar receiver the signal is converted to one of three f rms: baseband, range-offset or azimuth-offset. The two-dimensional signal 
aPectrum for each of the three signal types is shown in Figure 15. The range- 

Set and the baseband spectra are similar in form, whereas the azimuth-offset 
sPectrum is different in that the effect of squint has been removed. The RF-
signal used to form the azimuth-offset spectrum is shown in Figure 16. The 
signal undergoes a demodulation along the fm  (Doppler) axis before it is 
c_?llapsed to the azimuth-offset form. This demodulation shifts sidebands of 
une Doppler spectrum by f -f and fD+foA 

so that the centres of the upper and 
oA  

Must be done. 



and, 

and 

(83) 

(84)  

(85)  

(86)  

(87)  
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expq.1)r  + -2- (t' - tl(m) - 	, 
T 	

(81) 

where (p i, is the phase of the signal at t'=0, and 

t(in) — 

2r 1  (m) 
(82) 

where, 

r
1
(m) = a

0 
+ a1 mAxo + a2 (mAxo)2 ' 

a0 = r 1 (0) ' 

r e  c a
sin0

r , a - 
1 r1

(o) tana 

2 
2 2  1 	cb+c a 	1 [r. 1 (o) ] 2  

2 
a2 - 2r1  (o) (o) 	2 	 al 	' 2 	e 

2 

sine r = sine+. 1 
ro))2 

- - 

ca cbi 2 	2 

The range-offset signal is sampled at a rate fsR , consistent with its band-
width, to obtain the digital data. This sampling, if done properly, allows 
one to write t' as nRet'/2, where nR0  is the range-offset (real) sample 
number measured from the edge of the digitization window tip  and At' is twice 
the sampling interval of the range-offset data. After sampling, (81) can be 
rewritten as 

-2c
a
c
b  -2c

a
c
b  
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Figure 15. Form of the base band, range-offset, and azimuth-offset spectra 
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D 

I 	I 	I 
I 

L _J  

Figure 16. Formation of the azimuth-offset spectrum 

Rect(12) exltf
oR 

nROAt' — 27r c  t(in) 7 N1  

± 

NRAtl  
K (nROAt'  
2 	2 
	t(m) 

1 	2 / 
(88) 

where NR is given by (63), and At' by (30) with NRRs=1. N1 is specified in 
Section 4.4. 
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(89) 

g
BB 

(n,m) = Rectl 
NRAt' At' 

inAt t  - tt(m) - 
N
R
At' 

1 	2  

(A0Axo).1  + uf
D Veq 

exp j [ (p r  + 
( 	

( ) N  At 
nAt' 	t , AO 	R  

1 2 	2 2 
)] 

(90) 

For comparison, the baseband equivalent of (88) is 

Rect(7)expk72u ti(m)] 
n 1 

K exp j (pr  + 7  (7At' - t(m) 	 
Neftl 

2 

n is the baseband (complex) sample number measured from the edge of the 
rization window th, and At' is the sampling interval of the complex data. 

The azimuth-offset signal, comparable to (88) and (89), is 

(A

t - 	
(mA0) NRAtt  

'1 	- gAOs (n,mAO ) = RE Rect 

 

1n 
 NRAt'

2 	2 
 

Rect(e) exlq n f  mAece  2nc 	mAO 
1 	2 

A 	eq 

Whet  
of me  1 A0 is the azimuth-offset (real) record number measured from the centre 
the'e  sYnthetic-aperture, Ax o  is twice the azimuth-offset sample spacing on 

ground, and f 	is the azimuth-offset frequency. The frequency fp  is the 
°A bop  

4.3.2 Description of J7SE00 

4.3.2.1 Unpacking 

For both ERIM and SEASAT the data are provided as packed integer Words  
The first processing step is to unpack the data and convert them to 

't floating-point words. 

Pler centre frequency when the antenna pointing angle is cc. 



2un f Ronu  
j 	2LR  

,f 	# 0 , nR0  

and 

=0 

and 

(92) = 0, f
n

= 0 , 
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4.3.2.2 Range FFT 

The next processing step is the calculation of the discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) of the input range signal. This is done by computing 
the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of each record of the input data block. The 
length of the FFT is specified by LR, a parameter in the .CTX file for J7SE00. 
A real-to-complex FFT is used for range-offset and azimuth-offset input data 
and a complex-to-complex FFT is used for baseband input data. The type of FFT 
to use is also specified by a parameter in the .CTX file. In equation form, 
the DFT of (88) is 

2L
R
-1 

G„ (f 	,m) = E  
"S nR0

g (n m) e nR0=0 ROs  RO' 

(91) f 	= 0 , 
nRO  

where f
nR0 

is the range-frequency line number in range-offset frequency samples 

and 2LR is the real-to-complex FFT length (see Figure 17). Similarly, the DFT 
of the baseband signal is 

LR-1 

G 	(f ,m) = E 	g 	(n 	 ' ,m) e 	R 	_ f 	0  , 
BB s  n n 	 n

=0 BB S 

2irnfn 

where fn  is the baseband frequency line number and LR  is the length of the 
complex-to-complex FFT. To obtain the DFT of the azimuth-offset signal 
G
AO 

(f
n'
m
AO

) simply replace gBB (n,m) by gAO (n,mAO ) in (92). Note that in 
S 	 S 	 S 

all three cases the dc term in the spectra is set to zero to remove any bias 
on the input signal. 
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0 \ fn  
oR 

DC TERM 
BLANKED 

Figure 17. Magnitude of DFT of range-offset signal 

4.3.2.3 Range-Offset to Baseband Demodulation and dc Bias Removal 

The process used to convert the real, range-offset signal to a 
enmPlex, baseband signal is described in Ref. 12. The first step is the compu-
tation of the pre-envelope Y (f 	,m) of (91). The pre-envelope is computed RO nu, 

bY blanking out the upper half of"Ihe DFT (see Figure 18), and then doubling the 
enPlitudes of the lower frequencies, i.e., 

RO (fn 'm) = 2 G 	(f 	
m) 1 < f 

nR0 
< LR 

RO 	RO S nRO " 

= 0 '  LR 
 -1 < f

nR0 
< R-1 . 	

(93) 

Normally the real-to-complex FFT only computes the first half of the FFT and 
blanking step is not actually performed. The baseband signal spectrum 

BB  (f 
n
,m) is obtained by shifting the pre-envelope as follows (see Figure 19): 

S  

GBB s
(fn'm) = RO

(fn
OR 

+ f 	,m) , 
nRO 

tqhere,  

(94) 

(95) 
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With the exception that any dc bias on the signal has been removed, 
(94) is the DFT of (89). Note that the sampling rate has been reduced by a 
factor of two by blanking the upper frequencies in the original spectrum and 
retaining only half the samples. No information is lost since the time-domain 
signal corresponding to (95) now contains LR  complex samples instead of 2LR  
real samples. 

2 1o 1 

0 

+ve 
FREQUENCY 

fnOR  
(LR-0 LR 

1--  
2LR -I 

fn RO  

Figure 18. Magnitude of pre-envelope of baseband signal 

Figure 19. Magnitude of DFT of baseband signal 

4.3.2.4 Range Sampling Rate Reduction 

For some processing modes, such as the SEASAT Survey-Mode, the 
range sampling rate is reduced further during the conversion from GRO to  GBB • 

Any power of 2 reduction is possible. The sampling rate reduction is done by 
blanking out the centre section of the baseband spectrum and sliding the two 
ends of the spectrum together to make a new shorter FFT (see Figure 20) 
(see Section 4.3.4 for comment on appropriateness of this technique). 
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Figure 20. Range sampling rate reduction 

4.3.2.5 Range-Look Extraction (not implemented - August 1980) 

For each range-look to be processed a different, possible over-
lapping section of the baseband spectrum vector in Figure 19 is read into a 
flaw shorter 'look-vector', (see Figure 21). The line numbers (LNOM ), which i 

designate the centres of the groups of lines to be extracted for eac of the 

fange-looks, are calculated in the filter generation program J7SE30 and passed 
J7SE00 via the .LNO file. Each of the new look-vectors form part of a range-

look file. Each range-look file is then sequentially passed through the 
tameining processing steps. When this feature is actually implemented the 
shifting required for the range-offset demodulation can be combined with the 
1230k extraction (see also comments in Section 4.3.4 and 4.3.5.2 with reference 
Le the appropriateness of this technique). 

signals, 

4.3.3 Transpose 

The matrix transpose turns the array so that, for baseband 

GT 
B 

(f ,m) = GBB S 
 (m ' f ) . B 	n  n 

(96) 
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For azimuth-offset signals the appropriate equation is 

GT (f,  mA0)_ G  (mA0, f  ) 
AO

s 
n'2 	AO 	2 	n • 

The transpose used is a modified form of the one described in Refs. 13, 14. 
All block sizes in the processor are chosen such that their lengths are powers 
of 2. Non-square blocks are decomposed into square ones. Each square block 
is transposed separately, and then assembled with other transposed square 
blocks to form the desired non-square transpose. For further details of the 
software implementation see Ref. 15. 

(97) 

21G1 

LNOMR 1  I 
2 

L R 

(LNOM L..  j /LNOMR 1 + 1-R 1 R I  -_R % 

e % 	8 1  ,.__, _,. 	,L___.,,_________,,_____. 1 

LOOK 4  LOOK  1 LOOK 2 LOOK 3 LOOK 4 

Figure 21. Range-look extraction 
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4.3.4 Resampling of Azimuth Data (J7RE00) - SEASAT Survey-Mode 
Only 

The SEASAT Survey-Mode is used to produce a low resolution, quick-
look , image of a total SEASAT scene, composed of 8 tapes of 4096 azimuth records, 
, sch of which is 13680 real, range samples long. Space limitations, and other 
f actors such as processing speed were taken into consideration and it was 
decided that the Survey-Mode output image would have 100 m x 100m resolution 
with a pixel size of approximately 65.6m. This meant that the final processing 
block size could be kept to 4096 (real) range x 2048 azimuth samples. In order 
to reduce the block of 13680 (real) range x 32768 azimuth samples to the above 
_e, ize, the data had to be resampled. The range sampling, which has already been 
nescribed in Section 4.3.2.4 is the simpler of the two required operations. 
The azimuth resampling is more complicated in that the azimuth spectrum is 
eantred about felp, not fm=0 (see Figure 15(a)); and it is not possible to get 
. 1.1 of the azimuth records on the 67 Mbyte disc at once (the maximum number of 
toil length azimuth records that it is possible to store at once is 2048). It 
iS possible to follow the approach used for the range data, but with the low-
Pass filter replaced by a bandpass filter centred at fp, however the filter 
centre frequency would have to be changed whenever fp changed. 

The approach used here is to translate (demodulate) the azimuth 
"actrum by fp so that it is centred at zero frequency, and then to low-pass 
1-lter the signal by blanking out the higher frequencies in the spectrum. The de  
tails of the technique are shown in Figure 22. 

1) the FFT of the azimuth signal is computed; 

2) the data is demodulated, i.e., the FFT lines are shifted 
by LNOM

SM' 
which is read from the .REC file; 

3) the middle lines of the FFT are zeroed; 

4) the inverse-FFT is computed; and 

5) every NARS
th sample is transferred to the output signal 

vector* 

This type of filter corresponds to a sub-optimum low-pass FIR 
fil ter designed by the frequency sampling technique. The transfer function is 
:ell defined only at the FFT frequency samples. In between these samples the 

JsPonse is poor and not equal ripple. The group-delaY characteristics of 
tr filter are poor and therefore degradation of the phase characteristics of 
eo e  time-domain signal occurs. This phase degradation can be troublesome, 
s'Pecially since the azimuth signal has to be resampled as 16 blocks of 2048 
_ smPies and not as a single large block. Each block of 2048 samples is reduced 
cr 128 samples and the 16 blocks of 128 samples are assembled in the time-
oelsin for input into J7SE01. In addition, if large phase jumps are introduced 

A shorter FFT could also be used in place of steps 4) and 5). 
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are introduced at the block boundaries, they could contribute to the degradation 
of the Survey-image. However, it was discovered by testing that this was not a 

problem for the low time-bandwidth products of the Survey-Mode azimuth signals. 

11111111111 
D.C.  TERM 

—Al 
BLANKED 	d 

Lb,- 	ill 
(Laz -I) 

eft 

BLANK OUT 
MIDDLE LINES 

0 (L0  
1 32 -/ 

(Laz -I) 
1 32 

111641bd611iladiàdiâid 
Loz 

• 	I 16  
Laz 

Figure 22. Azimuth sampling rate reduction 

For reconstruction of high time-bandwidth product signals it 
would be advisable to use a finite impulse-response (FIR) low-pass filter with 
effectively zero response in the stop-band. The low-pass filtered signal 
could then be resampled by a factor of 16, the invalid samples (i.e., the firse 
M samples, where M is the impulse-response length) removed, and then the next 
block, which overlaps the one before by M samples, could be processed and 
concatenated with the previous ones. 
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If there are insufficient input data tapes to fill the 2048 output 
resampled data block the procedure ZER0128 is used to fill the remaining space 
in the block with zeroes. The procedure is run once for every missing output 
data sub-block of 128 records. 

At present (August 1980) there is no provision for resampling in 
the azimuth-offset dimension. However, it would be relatively easy to replace 
the lines of code in J7SE00 (Sections 4.3.2.3, and 4.3.2.4) that do the range-

offset to baseband conversion, and the range resampling, and to modify the 
value of LNOMsm so that it is consistent with the azimuth-offset signal, i.e., 
multiply LNOMsm by two. 

4.3.5 Description of J7SE01 

In the program J7SE01 the following operations are performed: 
azimuth FFTs; azimuth-look extraction; multiplication of the frequency-domain 
data, for each look, by the 2-D FFT of the appropriate reference function 
(impulse-response of the matched filter); and the azimuth inverse-FFTs for each 
azimuth-look. Each range-look file is passed through the processor sequentially. 
As the range-look goes through J7SE01 it is divided into a set of azimuth-looks 
associated with that range-look. The azimuth-looks are then passed through the 

remainder of the processor one by one. 

4.3.5.1 Azimuth FFTs 

Either one of two lengths of azimuth FFTs are required at this 
stage in the processor. A complex-to-complex FFT of length LAz is used for 
the baseband data, whereas a complex-to-complex FFT of length 2LAz is used for 

the azimuth-offset data. The 2-D DFT of the baseband data for range-look 'p' 
is calculated from GBB as follows: 

LAZ
-1  

-d-BB (fm ,fn) = 	E 	G 	
(m,fn) 

m=0 BBS  

2rfmm 

LAZ , fm 0, 

and 

= 0, 	fm  = 0 , 

where fm  is the baseband azimuth frequency, and LAz is the length in complex 
_lements of the processing block along the azimuth direction. Similarly, the 
2-D DFT of the azimuth-offset data is calculated from G 	, i.e., AOs  

(98 ) 
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uf m m AO AO  2L
AZ

-1 

-i 	L -G-A
0

(f
m '

f
n
) = 	E 	G

AO 
(m
AO'

f
n
) e 	AZ 	, 

S 	AO 	m
AO

=0 	S 
P 	 P 

and 

= 0 , 	fm  = 0 , AO 
 

where 2LAz  is the length in complex elements of the processing block along the 
azimuth direction. The dc term in both «C 	and U"BB is blanked out to remove

AO  any bias on the signal. 

4.3.5.2 Azimuth-Look Extraction 

The mechanics of the azimuth-look extraction process are the same 
irrespective of the type of data used. A set of azimuth FFT line numbers, 
which serve as indices to U 	or. 

BBS 
 ' 

are calculated in the matched filter 
Sp 	p 

 

generation program (J7SE30), (see Section 4.4). These line numbers, denoted bY 
LNOMA ' where 'q' denotes the azimuth look number, are passed from J7SE30 to 

J7SE01 by means of a .LNO file. 

The procedure for azimuth-look extraction is shown in Figure 23. 
In the example shown in the figure, four azimuth-looks, i.e., NLKS=4,  are A  

extracted from the azimuth dimension of the 2-D FFT of the baseband signal. 
Starting at LNOMAi , in the fm dimension of «-d."BB 

(f
m
,f
n

)
' 
LAZ /2 samples, where 

LAZ is the length of the processing block in azimuth for a single look, are 

extracted from the azimuth FFT and written into locations 0 to (LAZ /2 - 1) of 

the multilook vector, then the samples from LNOMA - LAZ /2 to LNOMA -1 are l 	 l 
written into locations LAZ /2 to LAZ-1  in the multilook vector. This 

1:1 	q  
procedure is repeated for each look. If the look extraction procedure runs oer  
of samples, at either end of the azimuth FFT vector before all LAz  samples 

have been transferred, then the extraction process wraps around the FFT in a 
circular fashion and the required samples are taken from the other end of the 
FFT, i.e., if sample LAz+2 is required then sample 2 is read, and if sample -2 

(99) 
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Laz - 11 

Figure 23. Azimuth-look extraction 

18  required then sample LAz-2 is read. A window, which is combined with the 

2D-FFT of the reference function is later applied to the extracted data to 
>rove the frequency response of the low-pass filter implemented by means of 
'he FFT (see also comments in Section 4.3.4). 

The only restrictions on the process are: 1) the length of each 
1°0k must be a power of 2, and 2) the product NLKSLAZ 

must be less than or 

equal to L
AZ' 	 z In theory each look could be longer than LA_/NLKSA , as long as 

the  
length was a power of 2, but practical constraints such as the size of the 

available disc storage have forced the decision to restrict L 	< L •  AZ — AZ/N  LKSA 
The looks do not have to be independent; the LNOMA 's can be selected by 

ePPropriate choice of p, such that overlapped looks are extracted (see azici 
 

The azimuth-offset signal must also be converted to baseband as 

2r t of the look extraction process. In a similar fashion as for the range- 
signal (Sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3), the upper half of the FFT of the 

'': eimuth-offset signal is set to zero, and the amplitude of the lower half is 
;1011bled. In equation form the pre-envelope of the baseband signal, derived 
eom the azimuth-offset signal, is 

Sec tion 4.4 ). 

c_ 
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YAO (f
m'

n) = 2 G 	n) 	1 < fm < LAZ 
AO p AO 	AO S mAO" 

L
AZ 	mA0

-1 < f 	<  2LAz-1 . 	(100) 

If no look extraction were to be done, the baseband signal spectrum would be 
obtained by shifting the pre-envelope as follows: 

*BB 
(f

m'
f
n
) = T

A0p
(f

m0A 

+ 
fmA0,fn) 

 , 

where 

f
o A f - — L mo 	PRF AZ • 

A 

(101)  

(102)  

In cases with look extraction, the look extraction and azimuth-offset to base-
band demodulation can be combined by merely altering the LNOMA  values passed 

via the .LNO file. The values are adjusted so that the group of LNOMA  line 

numbers are centred about the line number corresponding to f 0A  instead of that 

corresponding to fp . 

4.3.5.3 Filter Multiply 

After look extraction there are NLKS sets of files containing 
A 

 

the 2-D FFTs of the range- and azimuth-looks. Each set corresponds to an 
azimuth-look and contains the range-looks associated with that azimuth-look. 
Each of the members of these sets of looks is multiplied by the 2-D FFT of its 
own reference function (within a set there is only one reference function for 
all the range-looks). In equation form the product of the multiplication is 

(ff ) = , 	U
BE q,p m n 	 (fm' fnq,p (fm' fn )  • 

( 10 3) 
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where -d-BB 	is the baseband signal for azimuth-look 'q' and range-look 'p', 

and 
H(1P(f 

 ,f ) is the 2-D FFT of the reference function appropriate to that 
, 	m n 

azimuth-look. 

4.3.5.4 Azimuth Inverse FFT 

The products of the filter multiplies, i.e., Fq,p (fm ,fn
), are 

inverse fast Fourier transformed in azimuth to complete the execution of J7SE01. 
The result of the inverse FFT is 

j LAZ 	— -1 	 LAZ 
F 	(m,f ) - 	E q 	Fq,p

(f
m
,fn

) e 1 	 cl • 
q,p 	n 	LAZ f=0 qm 

27rf
m

m 

(104) 

If  Possible, part of the invalid azimuth data is dropped after the IFFT, i.e., 

if there are BLAZq /2
A 

invalid samples, where B and A are integers, these 

4.4 FILTER GENERATION PROGRAM (J7SE30) 

the  The organization of the material in this section is as follows: 
e 	

The 
 of the look centre line numbers is described first; then, the  

of the ideal signal (90), after it has passed through all the processing 

l'ePe  uP to but not including, the filter multiply, is described; this leads 
ento a description of the 2-D reference function itself and a discussion 
, I,Plaining why range and azimuth correction is required; then, the computation 

the range- and azimuth-correction vectors is described; and finally a 
len cription is given of the calculation of the merge support parameters and 
nnk overlay parameters. 

Three files are required by J7SE30: 1) a standard set of input 

Parameters, which is provided to J7SE30 by the
1;1
AT

.FPM file, described in 

len Section 4.1; 2) a context file-, which is used to specify the type of pro-

lens ing done by J7SE30, i.e.: the block sizes, the maximum reference function 
argths, whether or not the reference function or its time-reversed conjugate 

e  Produced, etc., (for a complete description of the context file see Ref. 10); 

end 3) the {CSAT 
ERIM}. WIN 

file, which contains weighting vectors, one for each 

mPles may be dropped without violating the restriction that all block 
mensions must be a power of 2 (see also Section 4.4.5 and Figure 33). 
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look (the weighting vectors are multiplied by the frequency-domain matched 
filter). 

Several other files which are used for output, are associated 
with J7SE30, these are: 

1. FILTER 

SV 
LR 

2. S  ( RHIR) 

(EELX) 

SV;) 
(...R 
IR 3. S 
HR 

E (7() 
EL 

(SV;) 
 LR 

IR 4. S HR 

E (EX) 
EL 

5. s (SV) 
LR 
IR 
HR 

(

EX) 
EL 

- this file contains the 2-D FFT of all 
the reference functions required to 
process this sub-swath; 

9999A.LNO - this file contains the FFT line numbers 
corresponding to the look centres; 

9999A.RNC - this file contains the basic range-
correction vector; 

9999A.AZC - this file contains the basic azimuth 
correction vector; and 

9999A.MRG - this file contains the parameters 
necessary for the look overlay, and 
range sub-swath merging programs. 

4.4.1 Calculation of the Azimuth-Look and Range-Look Centre 
Line Numbers 

4.4.1.1 Azimuth-Looks 

The spacing of the azimuth-looks is, or at least can be, 
completely arbitrary. When setting up the .DAT files for the mode, the angule 



_ 1( re  

r 	1
(o) tana no = cos 1
(o) tana 

(106) 
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ssParation of looks is decided. This angle henceforth denoted as the 'spread-
angle' An, is defined by 

(105) An - 	 NLKSA ' 2paz i  

Where p is the look spacing parameter in the .FPM file and NLKSA is az i  
sPecified in the J7SE30.CTX file. The angle no , in the slant-range plane, 
defining the antenna pointing direction, is related to the corresponding 
angle a, in the ground-range plane, by 

(see Figure 24). The Doppler bandwidth DBW is related to no  and An by 

2c V 
DBW = 	An sinno . (107) 

Figure 24. Relationship of n, r, and V eq  
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(109) fD =0 , 
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The next step, which is the calculation of the Doppler centre frequency fp, 
differs for each of the following cases: 1) baseband and range-offset data, 
both without azimuth resampling; 2) baseband and range-offset data, both with 
azimuth resampling; and 3) azimuth-offset data. For the three cases fp  is 
given by: 

2c V 
f= D 	A 	cosno , 

or 

(108) 

(110) fD = fOA 

respectively, where  f0 	the azimuth-offset frequency. Note that case 2) 
-A 

takes precedence over case 3) if azimuth-offset data is resampled in azimuth. 
In case 2) fp=0 because the spectrum of the data has been shifted, in J7RE00, 
from the original fp, which was defined by (108). In case 3) the spectrum of 
the data has been shifted in the radar receiver from the original fp, as 
described by (108), to the azimuth-offset frequency, fn  . 

‘'A 
The centre frequency fp is combined with DBW to obtain the look 

centre frequencies. These frequencies can then be converted to FFT line 
numbers. The centre frequency for the first look is 

DB (W 	1  f = f + 
D1 	D 	2 NLKSA. 

1) . 

 

The centre frequencies for the other looks are found from fD1 as follows: 

= DBW 	 (112) 

q 
fD 	f 

D1 
+ NLK

SA 	

(q-1), 	q=1 ' NLKSA • 

(111)  
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Th
e frequencies fD are converted to FFT line numbers LNOMAq as 

follows: 

INTEGER LAZ(fD -Nq 
PRF) 

Aq PART 	PRF 	+ L I 
• 	a

q • 
— rad, 	(113) LNOM = ' 	2 

and 

INTEGER I.AZ
(f
D 

-N
q 

PRF)1 

q 
a > Tr rad. 	(114) LNOM = Aq PART PRF 

whe re  

INTEGER  1D 
Nq = PART 	--g- PRF • 

, The ID  are then recomputed so that they will coincide with the available 

integer FFT line numbers, i.e. 

f , 	PRF 	 71-  
D 	E-- (LNOMA -LAZ

) + N PRF ; 	aq 
q 	AZ 

and 

f , 	PRF 
L LNOMA  + N PRF , 

	

AZ 	
aq  > 

rad 
2 	' Dq  

(115) 

(116) 

(117) 

During the look centre line number calculation, the parameters 
lq end a , (see Figure 25), which are used to define the matched filter, are 

also  
generated. The range lq 

and angle a refer to the geometry that existed 

t 	the data point at the middle of the swath, for look q, was collected. The 
lq are found from the f; as follows: 

	  A 

lq 
= 	[2b - d -11(d -2b) 2  + 4(a -b) 2] (118) 



d = 2(r e+hs ) 

Àf' D 

ii71:91 2 
(121) 

(122) 

(124) 
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where 

a= 2r(r+h)cos e e s 	
â r 

, (119 ) 

(120) b = r 2  + (re
+hs ) 2  

and 

	

2 	 12  

C1 (1  2 2 ca  cb  

0 r = 
sin-1  sinâ 1 - 	e  / -2c

a
c
b  

The a are related to f and  1q  
D 

â =  tan
-1  (

2Veg 
re

c
a

sin r :) 

	

1  D 	

0 < a < n• 	 (123) 

q 	 X ]D 
 

q 	q 

4.4.1.2 Range-Looks 

The calculation for the range-look extraction line numbers is 

straightforward. The number of looks NLKS 
is read from the .CTX file for 

R 
 

J7SE30, and the separation of the looks AfR  is read from the .FPM file. The 

available bandwidth as indicated by f sR  is divided by NLKs  to obtain the 

available range bandwidth per look: 

f
SR  RBW - 

P NLKS 

by, 



The centre frequencies f
np 

of the looks are then calculated as follows: 
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SR 	
NLKSR

-1 f 
 f

n 2 	
+ (p-1) AfR ' 2  

(125) 

where N
LKSR is constrained to be a power of 2, 

and M < RBWp
. These frequencies 

R—  

ere then converted into FFT line numbers: 

INTEGER LR f 
	

(126) LNOMR = 
PART 	T—..  n ' P 	 SR p 

azimuth-offset and baseband; and 

2L_ 	 (127) 
LNOM' 	 7— Rp  = INTEGER PART 	11' f :) ' 

'SR np 

range-offset data. The LNOMRID  are output to the .LNO file for use in 

j7SE00• This feature is not implemented as of August 1980. 

4.4.2 Form of Ideal Signal, after Azimuth -Look Extraction 

After azimuth-look extraction the data has a common form regard- 
s of the data-type from which it originated. The purpose of this section e to illustrate this common form by means of the example of the ideal signal 

es eribed in Section 4.3.1. 

The azimuth-look extraction procedure demodulates and, for the 
ti-look case, resamples the data. The resampling is done by the extraction NÌ oc  sss itself, i.e., each look contains only LAZ /NLKSA 

samples. This 

tea  
emPling should not be confused with that done by J7RE00. The effect of the 
odulation can be seen by examining what happens to the azimuth phase term 

Equation (89) describes only the baseband signal, but as was stated knve, all the data types have a common form at this stage in the processing. 
e  azimuth phase term is 

2rc 
(1)A = - 	

t f (m) = -2k[a +a m 	2 Ax + a (mAx ) 2 ] , 
X 	1 	 0  1,  o 	o (128) 
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where, 

27r 
= — 

X 
( 129 ) 

The Doppler frequency shift is the product of Veq and the derivative of (I)A 
with 

respect to mLxo , evaluated at m=0, i.e., 

2 11 f
D 

= —2k V
eq 

al . 

For a target at A in Figure 25 viewed from angle à , the Doppler 
frequency shift is 

2ufD = -2k Veq  a1 
 . 

where a
1 

is calculated using (85) with
1 

(0) and à substituted for r1
(0) 

and a. The '-' denotes a reference value. The i1 (0) are calculated using 

(118) and (123), with î l (0) and à substituted for r 1 (0) and a in equations 

(118), (122), and (123). The values of ii (0) and â are those contained in 

the .FPM file. The demodulation process (or processes, if the data is azimee'  
offset or is azimuth resampled by J7RE00), shifts the spectrum of the look hY 
f

D 
. 

(130)  

(131) 
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Figure 25. Relationship of r0, Pig, and tic'  
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1 	
For a general point target, not necessarily at A, but viewed by 

001,  q at a
' 
 the azimuth phase function is 

q 

(1)A = -2k[a0 
 + a

1 
mAxq 

+ a
2 

(mAx ) 2 j , 

wh -ere the sample spacing Ax is 

(132) 

Ax 
o  Ax - 

q NLKS 
A 

(133) 

end  eo , al  and a2  are found by substituting r 1  and aq  for î l  and â in 

(84) 	
q 

- (86). 

The shift in Doppler frequency caused by the demodulation for the  
target at A changes (132) to 

(1)A = -2k[a0  + (a11 
)mAxq + a2 (mAx ) 2 ] . 

q q 
(134) 

The  
of ._residual Doppler frequency component caused by the incomplete cancellation 

'he a1 and a
1 terms will cause a shift in the position of the processor 

°Input  
kt i , • This shift will necessitate both range and azimuth corrections, which 

'4. be described in Section 4.4.5. 

4.4.3 Form of the 2-D Matched Filter (reference function) 

the  , 	The 2-D FFT of each look of the input data must be multiplied by 
to ,„4:1)  FFT of the reference function (i.e., the matched filter, appropriate 
ptorat look)and then the 2-D IFFT of the product must be calculated to 
ceiree the uncorrected radar image in complex number format. This process is 

'ed matched filtering. 

The time-domain reference function for each look, i.e., the 
Pat  'Le e response of the matched filter for that look, is calculated using the 

erneters specified in the .FPM file, as well as the calculated values of îl  
dhci  
teveetq• The impulse response of the matched filter for look 'q' is the time-
4fetsed conjugate of (89), with the appropriate parameters replaced by the 
It„ 1.ence sub l p' and sub'q' parameter, and with the constants â 	and (/) 
"PPed, i.e., 	

o 
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cosn 	- cosn 
MAX 	cIMIN 

( 13 1e)  

r 1 
 (0) = rlic 2  + c 2  - 2cacb (1 	 

e a 	b 	 sin 2 a 
(1 31' )  

sin 2 O r )1/2 

sin 2 a 

sin 2 0 

h 	(n,m) = Rect -§---  
P,4 	 n-  cAt' 	1 	q 	2 ( a mAx + a m Ax2 ) - --1Rect(--  2 	n1 

1 	2 	- 	- 	2 	 -m 

2 
Nu  

- 	2 . 2 . 	-/ 
) -2 exp -j K 7 At? -n - 7 

2  Ft-r ( â1  mAxe a2  m MX 
P 	q 	q 	q 

exp(j2kâ 2 m2 x 2 ) 

where 

N p  = 7;2- R 	,t)  , 

and 

(135) 

(136) 

.i. 	X 1 
INTEGER 	4  N

1 
 = 2 x 	 - + ca q aaz2 

PART 	4Axc p 	sinn 
q 	 q 

The parameters Y1
'  n 
	and n

qMIN
, in(137a), are found by substituting a 

cl 	cIMAX 	
4 

for a, andîlq' 
i lq 	and rD respectively, for r1 (0), in (106). The 

value° 
MAX 	4 

of r lq 	
and rD 

are found by rearrangement of (87) as follows: 

MAX 	4 

20 
and solving for the required r 1c, 

with a replaced by aq' and sin2 0 r 
by sin 

and sin 2 O 	respectively. Prior to calculating r lq MAX and 
rD ' 

sin20 
rD 	

rmAx  aed 
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sin 2 e  

r
D 

must be found by solving (87) with r1
(0) replaced by r 	and r

D 

resPeetively. The values of r
1 	

and r
D 

are the edges of the valid Image data, 
MAX 

 

i. e.  

cAt' 

Rp 	Rp 	4 	' 

and 

cAt' 
r
D 

= 1 + (NRP 
 - L ) —2- Rp  4 

(137c) 

(137d) 

144 reasoning that leads to (137c) and (137d) is explained further in Section 
rj4 • 5 . The second term in (137a) is the extra reference function length that 
e `,18 t be provided so that the data can slide over the reference function to 
"Ild the correct linear-phase match (see Section 2.3 and Figure 6). The values 
c)f  At' àx and T are calculated, in either J70R01 or J70R00, in such a way 

that they are compatible with the number of range- and azimuth-looks and the 
'ga and azimuth resampling factors. The parameter pa 	is the cross-slant 

z2c, 
 

tan 
-ge (Doppler) 3-dB resolution, as defined in the .FPM file. The values al  

and â . 

Figure 26 shows the envelope of h 	(n,m), and Figure 27 shows 
11019, 	 P,c1 
tu, tnis envelope is mapped into computer memory. The mapping between the 

(135) and computer memory is 

and - 
e2  in (136) are given by (85), (86), and (87) with r1 (0) and a replaced 

by 	c(I0),  

N1  
= m + --g- 2 

and 

(138) 

(139) + N 	, 
qmin 



. MINIMUM A  m t  
qmin OVER m' [7'q (- 2-g-  )] 

(140) 

a2 - 	m --a Ax2 ] 2 	q (141) 
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where, 

A (m' 
1) 	2  ... 

2 	càt' [a l Ic
q 

(mt 
 Ni  

2 

and 

With the substitutions defined by (138) and (139), (135) can be rewritten as 

h 	(n' ,m')  = Rect - 
P,q 	

(7'  
N1 

Ni  

exp j2kà 
q 
 Ax2 (M' --a 

\2] 

2 i 2 	q 

NR 
Rect 1  n - A 

min R 	
+ 	+ A( 	

N1 
m' - 

q 2 	 2 
p   

N1  

exp j — At' 2 [ -n' - à 	+ A (M 	2  1- K' 	

, 

2 	 qmin 	q 	 2 	' 2 	2 

N1 ) 	2  N1 ) Np  
(142) 

where, 

K' 7 -K , 	 (143) 
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2 % caàxq EZT (1 2 

Figure 26. Envelope of compression filter impulse response, hq,p (m,n) 

Figure 27. Envelope of hq,p (m',17") stored in computer memory 



When implemented in software the filter is calculated in the 
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following way: 

(1) NLKSA files of Laz/NLKSA 
rows of Lo  complex elements are .p  

allocated (note that all of the range-look filters for a 
given azimuth-look are identical); 

(2) for each file a phase function consisting of No  complex 

samples of the form 

exp j — At' 2  -n' - INTEGER PART -A
qmin 

+ A (M' - ---- K' 	 N1 

2 	p 

_1 	r 	

q 	2 

- 

(144) 
qmin 

+ 	- 	 + 	RP 	exp{j2kâ 2Ax2c1 (11' 	111) 	' q 	2 	2 	 2 

2 	 2 

— A 	

N i ) N 

is calculated and placed in the file for look 'q'. The row 
index m' runs from 1 to N1, but the column index 'n' starts 

at 10(m'), where 

INTEGER n(re) = ; 	 -A 	+ A 	- 	. 	(145) PART 	[ 	

N1 

'min 	 2 

This means that starting with row 1 (m'1), the function is 
placed in the row starting at position n'(m'); 

(3) the portion of the row not yet occupied by the filter is 
filled with zeroes; 

(4) the process is repeated for N1 rows, and then the rest of 

the matrix is filled with zeroes. 
If the time-reversed conjugate of h 

c1
(n'W) is required, as determined by an 

P, 
entry in the context block for J7SE30, the complex conjugate of (144) is 
calculated and the new phase function is written backwards, i.e., right to left 
in the computer memory, starting at 

n'(mI) 	N 	4, INTEGER A 

	il 
s 

	

	

N1 

Rp PART Eci 
MAX 	 2 

(146) 



2rn'fn 
LR  
-P 

(147) 
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where A 	is found by scanning A (m' - N
lq

/2), as was done in (140). 
MAX 

In theory, the phase functions required in the h 	(n',m') matrix 
Pyq 

could be obtained by calculating a range line (row) of the appropriate FM rate 
but using the sidelooking geometry. This line could then be placed in the 
matrix and shifted to the appropriate location in memory so that the envelope 
in Figure 27 is obtained. Unfortunately, without interpolation these shifts 
can only be performed to the nearest integer sample number. The approximate 
phase function that would be obtained using this method would contain phase 
discontinuities that are unacceptably large and thus this nearest neighbor 
type shifting technique is inappropriate. Instead, the necessary shift is 
split into two components: a fractional shift, which is computed as part of 
the phase term, i.e., the first expl 	factor in (144); and an integer shift, 
which is used to locate an address in the hp,q (n i ,m') matrix. This technique 

produces a smooth phase function which is identical to the one which would be 
obtained by computing the entire phase function starting at n'=0, and windowing 
out an integer number of samples (N10  ), starting at the address corresponding 

11° 
to the integer part of the shift. 

4.4.4 2- 0 FFT of hPA 
(n'oly) 

In order to obtain the N 	, ii (f ,f ) filters, the 2-D FFT of 
LKSA qyP m n 

each function h 	(n' m') is computed. This is done by calculating the FFT of 
Pyq 	' 

each row, i.e., 

LRp-1 

H 	(f ,m') = 	E 	h 	(n',1/0)e 
Pyq n 	n'=0 	P ' q  

and then transposing each filter to obtain 

H(111 1 ,f) = H
T (f ,m') 

q,p 	n 
	. 

p,q n 

The FFTs of each of the new rows in the files 
containing the H 	(111',f 

n
) 

q,p

functions are then calculated, i.e., 

(148) 
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2um'f
m 

L -1 
L az az 

H 	(f ,f ) = 	E 	H 	(m t ,f
n
)e (149) 

re=o M 	 C1913  

applied as row- 

(x) cos 	can be 

FIR filter 
as a window. 

These functions are then multiplied, in J7SE01, by the 2-D FFTs of the appro-
priate data files (see (103)). 

An optional frequency-domain cos (x)  window, W(fm,
f
n

) can be 

applied to Hq,p(fm,fn).  The application of the window depends 

selection of a parameter in the J7SE30.CTX file. The window is 
vectors WA (fm) and WRr (fn) in the .WIN file. The WA (fm) vect 

weighting to each row of Hq,p(fmfn),  and the W (f ) vector is R, m 

by-row modulation on the W.
A 
 (f ) weighting. Windows other than 
g  m 

inserted in the .WIN file by simple code changes, or an optimum 
frequency response can be calculated and placed in .WIN for use 

4.4.5 Calculation of Range and Azimuth Correction Vectors 

A set of correction vectors must be computed in J7SE30. They are 
used as input to J7SE02 in which the following corrections are applied: 
1) the range dependent range shifts; and 2) the range-dependent azimuth shifts. 
The former simultaneously converts the image from slant-range r 1 to side-looking 

do geometry (see Figure 1) and corrects for the range geometric distortions 

introduced by the two-dimensional filtering operation. The latter simultaneously 
corrects for the azimuth geometric distortion and writes the data at angle CC 

with respect to ground-track. The range shift computation includes a normali-
zation process that ensures that ground-range, which is measured as a ground-
range sample count times the ground-range sample width, is always counted along 
the sidelooking direction from a single ground-range reference line, i.e., zero 
ground-range. The normalization process ensures that all swaths are imaged on 
a standardized grid, and thereby simplifies the merging of individual range 
swaths into a composite image. 

An additional normalization process is included in the azimuth 
shift computation. All azimuth-looks are shifted such that they are on a 
standard grid in azimuth, counted from an imaginary line on the ground, which 
would describe the line of intersection of a vertical plane in the centre of 
the antenna beam and the surface of the earth,if the pointing angle a were 
u/2 rad. This normalization ensures that all points to be averaged together 
fall on integer sample positions. With this provision no interpolation of 
samples is required during look registration; 	straightforward integer shifts 
and additions are all that are required. 

upon the 

stored as two 
or is applied as 

m 
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As described in Section 4.5, the range shifts are applied first, the matrix is transposed, and then the azimuth shifts applied. The azimuth 
Shifts must therefore be calculated as a function of the resampled range data, i.e., no*Ado ' where n* is the normalized, sidelooking ground-range sample 

number, and Ado is the final sidelooking, ground-range sample spacing. 

vectors are 
uncorrected 

The samples to be extracted by application of the correction 
found by working backwards from the desired image format to the 
data set. The calculation proceeds in the following way: 

1) the edge of the image (rD  in Figure 28) is established in 

the squinted slant -range plane; 

and Ci , is computed 2) the angle er , which corresponds to r 
D   

(see e
rD 

in Figure 28); 

3) the sidelooking ground-range corresponding to rp is calcu-

lated and truncated to an integer number of sidelooking 
ground-range samples, i.e., ngAdo , as in Figure 29; the 

normalized near-edge of the swath is at x in Figure 29, 
i.e., it is n*àdo 

 samples from the zero sidelooking, ground-o  

range position; 

4) a reference 
look offset 

azimuth position, which determines the azimuth-
Aaz2 	

is computed (see Figure 32); 
qo 

5) the index n' is then established; n' runs 

of the image (see Figure 30); 

6) n' is incremented (note: sample 1 corresponds to n*) and 

the equivalent squinted ground-range d 1 
 (n') is calculated  o 

(see Figure 30); 

7) the squinted slant-range r (n') is then calculated 1 o 

from n* to the end 

d l  (np (re Figure 31); 

8) the value of r1  (np is then used to calculate the 

shifts Uzi  (np and Aaz 2  (np, required for this 
qR 

(see Figure 32); 

azimuth- 

sample 
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9) the azimuth-shift, required to correct for the r1  (n') versus  o 

i1 mismatch in the compression filter, i.e., Aaz
1 
 (n') is 
 o 

used to compute the range-shift Ar q 
 (n

o
1 ) that also depends on 

the r1  (n') 
versus i

1 
mismatch, (Ar 

q
(n') is the slant-range o  

displacement from E to F in Figure 6); 

10) the final corrections for the shift introduced by the 
reference function definition, i.e., A

qmin 
# 0, and for the 

invalid data produced by the fast convolution, are applied, 
and the index n t (n 1 ), into the uncorrected data set, is 

q o 
calculated; and 

11) steps 6) to 10) are repeated until the required number of 
samples have been extracted from the uncorrected data set. 
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Figure 28. Relationship of 'squinted' slant- 
and ground-range 

Figure 29. Conversion from 'squinted' ground-range to 
sidelooking ground range 
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Figure 31. Slant-range corresponding to new 

ground-range sample 

SUB-
SATEL LITE 
TRACK 

chq  (n) 

Y 
+ ri•or)àdo. q n 0=6 

no 

Figure 30. Ground-range sampling 

Oq 

no  

PROCESSOR OUTPUT 
AS IT SHOULD APPEAR 
IN MAP COORDINATES 

PROCESSOR OUTPUT 
BEFORE CORRECTION 

AaZ2qii n6) 

AciZ2 q0  

thaZici (no ' ) 

GROUND RANGE 
SAMPLE CORRESPONDING 

TO 71  q 

Figure 32. Azimuth-shifts vvhich must be applied to the resampled range data 

n o  
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The output from this procedure consists of: a set of indices 
n t (n'), which map the required output for each sample n' into the locations in 
q o 

which this output is held; a set of azimuth shifts Aaz (n') and Aaz 	(n'); a lq o 	2qR  o 

range normalization value n*.
' 
 and an azimuth reference position &az 

o 	 2qo  

In order to locate the near edge of the valid range data for the 
qth azimuth-look in the image, one must first examine what happens when the 
fast convolution is computed. Thus far in the processor description the 
azimuth FFT of the product of the 2-D FFTs of the data and the reference 
function has been calculated. The next step to be performed in J7SE02 is a 
transpose and IFFT in range. If one examined the data after this step, which 
completes the fast convolution, one would see that the data has circulated 
clockwise in range by N, /2 and in azimuth by N1 

/2 (see Figure 33). There is 

also a strip of invalid data of width N„ in range and N1 in azimuth. This 
.p  

invalid data is produced by the matched filter wraparound during the fast 
convolution (Ref. 18). As already explained in Section 4.4.3, the edge of the 
valid data in range is rD' where 

cIS,t 
_1 • 

D 	1 	2 	2 	2 (150) 

The angle O  which locates the edge of the data is found using: 

sin 2 0
rD 

= sin 2

a 1 [(rrD)2 

-2c
a
c
b  

- - ab  
2 2 

	IL 
2 

(151) 

The sidelooking ground-range to the edge of the valid range data is common to 
all looks. It is equal to the arc length subtended by

rD 
on the surface of 

the Earth. The normalized value of sidelooking, ground-range n*Ad , to 
o o 

the edge of the valid data, is found by truncating the arc length as follows: 

INTEGER r
e 6 n* = 0 PART 	pd
oq 

(152) 



d* = r sin-1 
D 	e  

( n*Ad 
100  

sin re  
sinâ (153) 

71 'cl 

LR p 	  

INPUT DATA BLOCK 

r--NRp 

running from one at n*/1 o o to LR 
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where  td 
o 	 ' 

is the same for all looks. The squint ground-range d* which D  
locates the normalized edge of the swath, is then 

lq 

OUTPUT DATA BLOCK 

Figure 33. Circulation of data during fast-convolution 

The 
the data array to 
range r1  (n'), whi  o 
is an index 

locatipas of the data points that must be extracted from 
form the corrected image are found by solving for the slant-
ch corresponds to the location of each sample n', where n' 

at the edge of the corrected 

image. The slant-range r1  (np is 



sin 

d (n') = d* + re sin I 	 1 o D sin  

[(n'-1)àdo 

re -1 1 
re (155) 

sine (11') = sinâ 1 	(: r o 

2 

(157) 

84 

r 1  (n e ) = r 	-2cacbcos o 	e 
q  

2---- + c 2+c 2  r e 	a b ' (154) 

where, 

The slant-range r 1 
 (n') is used to compute the azimuth corrections  o 

to be applied at d
1 
 (n'). The azimuth shifts required to correct the geometric 

distortions caused by the r 1  (n') versus 1 mismatch are given by  o 

1 	[ 
r 	c sine (n') e  a 	r o 	- àaz (n') - 	 a 1 	o 	2â àx r (n') 	tan à 	1 2q q 1 o 

(156) 

where, 

The azimuth shifts required to write the squinted ground-range data line on 
the map at the angle â , i.e., the angle at which it was acquired, are 

described by the following equations: 



and, 

f1;i i 

2  
-i-1)2 

 — - c 2 -c 2.1 
re 	a  b 
( 

-2c
a
c
b  

O 
r 

= 	-1  )a sin sinl j (161) 
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Laz (n') =Aaz 	-I- Aaz 	(n') 2 2 	o 	 2 	o 
g0 	gR  

(158) 

where, 

re 	. -1  tanèr  
INTEGER Aaz2 = 	 sin 
PART 	 tan&  ji  

go  

re 	-1[-taner(1  Aaz2  (np = - --zlx  sin 	 àaz2 tanâ 
R 	

go 

(159) 

(160) 

The Aaz2 	(n') and the Aaz1  (n') terms are summed together to form the exponent o 	o gR 	 g 
of the basic azimuth correction vector V (n'). The vector V (n') is given by 

A o 	 A o 
(1 	 cl 

VA 	o  (n') = e 

2n 17---paz1  (nip+Aaz2  (nl 
azo 	q R (162) 

where  Laz is the length, in azimuth, of the image to be corrected. The 

o  
parameter L

azo 
is always a power of two, however, L

azo 
can be <. Laz 	' e.g., if 

invalid data has been dropped in J7SE01. The vector V (n') is passed to the Aq  o 

program J7SE02 by means of the file .AZC. 

The Aaz2 	
term is added to -N1 /2 to obtain the azimuth 

o 
reference value AazREF ' 

i.e., 
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N1 
AazREF = Aaz 2 - 2 	' 

o 

(163) 

(165) 

The azimuth reference values are output to the .MRG file to be used during the 
azimuth-look overlaying (J7SE90) and the range-swath merging programs (J7ME00). 

The range shift caused by the r 1  (n') 
versus

1 
mismatch is 

 o 

calculated as follows: 

-  [al àaz l  (n')Axq  + â2  Aaz l  (n') 2 Ax 21 o oq 
Ar (n') - g 	g 	 g 	q  
q o cAt'  

P_ 
2 

(164) 

The final address ri l (n'), of the uncorrected data sample to be q o 
extracted, is computed using 

2 n'(n') = --r  q o 	cAtP [r 
q
(n')-rD  + Nu  + Ar (n') - q 1 	o q o 
 min 

The significance of each of the parts of (165) is as follows: the factor 
[r 1  (no1 )-rD  ] determines the number of range samples from the edge of the re- 

corded range swath; the term Nu  accounts for the Nu  invalid samples in the -p 	 -p  

output image, which occur between rD and r 1
(0); the r q (n') is the range  o 

positional error caused by the processing; and the 
Aqmin 

term is the number 

of range samples the reference function h 
g
(n',111') was shifted so as to align 

P, 
the first sample with zero range (see Figure 27). 

The edges of the corrected image are found next. The integer 
and fractional parts of the address are computed first, 

INTEGER[n , (n , )] 
ADD (11 1 ) = q o 	PART 	q 0 

and, 

(1 6 6) 

(167) FRAC (n') =n'(n') - ADD (n') . qo 	qo 	qo 



2n j — FRAC (n') NNR 	q 
V (n') = e 
R o 

(168) 

NRE = in 
Maximum 
over no 
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The vector ADD (n') is scanned to find any addresses that are not In the valid 
q 

data set i.e., addresses that refer to slant-range sample numbers in the range: 
less than [N, + Ar (n') - A 	] or greater than LR . The first ground-range 

q 0 	qmin 
sample that refers to a valid slant-range sample in the data set is found and 
labelled the First Non-Zero Range Correction Vector (FNZRCV ) element. The 

Last Non-Zero Range Correction Vector (LNZRCV ) element is similarly found and 

named. When these values are added to n' they establish the edges of the final, 

corrected, ground-range image in the standardized grid. These edges are used 
during the look registration and swath merging operations. All vector locations 
before FNZRCV and after LNZRCV are filled with special flag characters (-1's 

and -2's). The program J7SE02 sets the image locations, referred to by the 
flagged vector entries, to zero. The FNZRCV , LNZRCV , and n* values are out- o 
put to the .MRG file to be used by the range-swath merging program (J7ME00). 

The fractional part of the address n i (ni ), is used to form the 

basic range correction vector V R  (np, where 

and NN
R 

is the length of the FFT used in the interpolation for each point in 

the final image (see Section 4.5.3). 

The final calculation done in the filter generation program is 
the determination of how many image lines of wrapped-around picture must be 

removed from the output data before it can be colicatenated with the 
azimuth 

blocks. The wrap-around occurs because the corrected image, unlike the file 

that contains it is not rectangular in shape (see Figure 34). The azimuth 

shifting process causes data points, shifted off the top of the image, to 

circulate around to the bottom, and vice versa. As shown 
in Figure 34, these 

wrapped-around samples must be removed. The number of samples to be removed is 

NREm , where 

[Aaz (n') + Aaz 	(n`).] 
1 	o 2

qR 
o 

I Minimum [ ) + az 

	

Aaz (n' 	A 	(n') 
over no 	

1 o 2
qR 

o (169) 
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MAXIMUM [6aZiq (n 1 )+AclZ 2qR ( ri i )jj 

PORTION 
RETAINED 

MINIMUM koZig(W) + AaZ2c1 R (d)] 

Figure 34. Removal of wrapped-around azimuth data 

Both Aaz 1  (n') and Aaz 2 (n') are zero at the swath centre. The value of NR  o 
R 

is calculated for the worst case and entered by hand into J7SE02.CTX. 

For radar data that is highly squinted, the azimuth corrections 
should be applied to the final, full length, range sub-swath, not to the 
individual blocks that make up the sub-swath. The wrap-around need not be 
removed then, instead it can be unwrapped, and the corrected sub-swath stored 
in a file large enough to hold Laz 

+ N 	azimuth records. 
REM 

4.5 THE SAR PROCESSOR PART II (J7SE02, J7IG02, J7SE80) 

This Section describes the portion of the SAR processor that 
performs: the transpose required before the range IFFTs, the range IFFTs, the 
optional range corrections, the second transpose, and the azimuth corrections, 
(in J7SE02); the optional transpose, done if azimuth corrections are applied, 
(J7IG02); the optional calculation of the magnitude of the complex data (this 
step must be performed if multilook imagery is being produced); the removal of 
invalid data (if any) (in J7SE80); and the look overlay (in J7SE90). 

4.5.1 First Transpose in J7SE02 

The data block as described by (104) is transposed, such that 
for each look, F 	(m,fn) becomes Fp,q(fn,m).  The transpose algorithm used 

q,p
is identical to that described in Section 4.3.3. 



UR (I) = [V R (nl 
q,no  

NNR 
= 2 	' 	 (172) 

0 

=1, 	fl 
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4.5.2 Range IFFT in J7SE02 

The IFFT of each range line of each of the looks is calculated 
next. This step completes the fast convolution process. The uncorrected out-
put data block, f 	(n,m) is 

P,c1 

27rf
n

m 
LR -1  

P 	 -p  
1 	r 	F 	(f ,m)e f 	(n,m) = 177 ' 	p,q n Pycl 	Rp  fn=0 

(170) 

4.5.3 Range Correction in J7SE02 

The basic range correction vector consists of two parts: the 
address ADD (n'), and an exponential V (n') (see (171)), which incorporates 

q o 	 R o 

the fractional part FRAC (n'). As discussed in Section 4.4.5 the address and 
go  

fractional part are combined to form the total address of the desired point, 
n'(n'). The address vector ADD (n') is used to locate the nearest neighbor 

o 	 go  
to position n r (n'). For example, for sample n'(n') = 4

3/4 (see Figure 35), a 
CI 0 	 q o 

backwards shift consisting of: an NNR-point range FFT, centred about position 

4 in the f 	(n,m) data set, a frequency-domain multiply by a linear  phase- 
c1 

shift vector, and an inverse NNR-point range FFT; are performed to move the 

information from 4 3 /4 to position 4, at which point it can be easily extracted 
by reading the value in this integer location. If an NNR  point FFT cannot be 

centred about position 4 without running off the start of the data, set then 
the FFT is started at position zero. Similarily, if the position to be 

extracted is too close to the end of the data, set the FFT is performed on the 
last group of NNR  points in the data set. 

The linear phase-shift vector is formed from the basic range 

correction vector as follows 19  

uR 	
(£) = 

R "I
q 	 NN 
o , I = 0,1, — -1 2 ( 171 ) 
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and, 

UR 	(£) = 	(11 
(9 

R o 	 NN
R ci 	 cl = — + 1,...,N -1 . 	(173) 2 	 NR 

'SQUINTED' SLANT-RANGE VECTOR 

Y= 43/4 

MAP GROUND-RANGE VECTOR 

Figure 35. Squinted slant-range to corrected, sidelooking ground-range conversion process 

The expanded linear phase-shift vector is multiplied by the NNR-

point FFT of the uncorrected data and then the IFFT is calculated. This 
sequence of operations accomplishes a backwards shift of FRAC q

(n') samples.  o 
The desired sample, which was previously inaccessible, because it lay between 
the physical samples, can then be extracted and placed in the output range 
line at position n'o . If the range correction vector element for point n'o  has 

been flagged as either -1 or -2 by the filter generation program J7SE30, the 
location n' is filled with a zero. 

The value of NNR is read from the .FPM file, which in turn is 

created using the .DAT file. The size of NNR  is chosen empirically. 

4.5.4 Second Transpose in J7SE02 

Once all the range lines have been extracted from f Pc1(n,m),  the 
, 

block of range corrected data is transposed using the previously discussed 
transpose algorithm. Note, if no azimuth corrections are applied this trans-
pose is not performed. 



UA 	(2) = [V
Aq 

(n t )1 o q,n , 
o 

1, 	 (174) 

L
az o 
2 
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4.5.5 Azimuth Corrections in J7SE02 

The azimuth shifts are applied to the range corrected data by 
means of linear phase-shifts applied to the data in the frequency-domain. For 
each row (a row now contains azimuth information), an FFT of length  Laz (the 

full row length) is calculated. The FFT is multiplied by the azimuth linear 
phase shift vector UA 	(2,), where 

q,n t  

0 
u
Aq,n, 
	= [VA (1 	azo 	 (175) 

, 	= 2 

and 

	

. 	 Laz o 
UA 	

co = v [ (11 1 9,-Lazo 2, = - + 1,...,Lazo-1 . 

	

A o 	 2 
q,n t 	4 	, o 

(176) 

The inverse FFT of the product is computed to complete the forward shift of 
the entire row by [àaz 1 

(n) + 3az 	(n t )] samples. 
2q

R  

4.5.6 Transpose ( 3 7I 1302) 

The corrected data is transposed once more so that the output 

rows are range lines. This transpose is not necessary for single data blocks, 
but if a multiple azimuth-block, multiple range sub-swath image is being 

produced the transpose must be done so that the blocks can be concaterated, and 
the sub-swaths merged. This transpose can be omitted if no range and azimuth 

corrections have been performed. 

4.5.7 Optional Magnitude Calculation in J7SE80 

For multilook images the magnitude of each look must be icomputed 
before the looks can be combined. For single look images the magnitude compu-

tation is optional, i.e., the data can be left in complex form. The magnitude 

is given by: 
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f 	(n t ,m') = If 	(n',m')I , 	 ( 177) 
p,q o 	p,q o 

where the (n,m) to (n 1 ,110) change in f 
g

, relative to (170), denotes that the 
Pe 

data has been corrected in range and azimuth. 

4.5.8 Removal of Invalid Azimuth Data in J7SE80 

As explained in Section 4.4.5 a number of complete corrected 
range lines, which have been corrupted by the wrap-around of the data during 
the azimuth corrections and the two-dimensional fast convolution, must be 
removed at the top and bottom of each image (see Figure 34). The number of 
lines to be removed N

REM 
is set in the J7SE80.CTX file. This step may be 

skipped if only a single azimuth block is being produced. 

4.5.9 Range Sub-Swath Copy Operation 

If more than one azimuth block is to be produced per range sub-
swath the portion of the processor from J7SE00 to J7SE80 must be repeated once 
per block. The present hardware configuration has a limited amount of disc 
storage available, therefore if several azimuth blocks are to be processed, 
the output from some of the blocks, or sets of blocks, must be stored on 
magnetic tape prior to subsequent executions of J7SE00. For modes which require 
the processing of more than one azimuth block, the azimuth blocks are usually 
combined into sets of blocks. e.g., 4 blocks per set, and these sets are stored 
on tape or disc as one per output volume. 

4.6 THE SAR PROCESSOR PART III (J7SE90) 

The last steps in the SAR processing per se are the concatenation 
of the azimuth blocks, orsets of blocks, for each of the range sub-swaths; and 
the overlaying of the range-and azimuth-looks. The range-look overlay feature 
was not implemented in the processor, as of August 1980. When and if it is 
included, it will be run as a separate program following J7SE90. 

Immediately prior to the execution of J7SE90, the azimuth blocks 
that were stored on tape are copied to disc. It is now possible to place the 
files on disc because certain files that were used in J7SE00 to J7SE90 have 
been deleted. 

The concatenation of the azimuth blocks is combined with the 
azimuth-look overlay process. The azimuth-looks are delayed with respect to 
each other and then the respective rows from each look are added together to 
form an azimuth multilook row. The names of the files that specify the rows 
and azimuth blocks for each azimuth-look are contained in the .LKO file. It 
also contains the length of the rows, the number of rows in each file and the 
number of records to skip, if any, at the beginning of each file. the .MRG 
file contains the azimuth reference values AazREF 

which determine the integer 
cly 
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number of samples delay between the azimuth-looks. The azimuth multilook image 
row number, at which to start adding rows from look 'q' to the rows from looks 
1 to 'q', is determined by the following calculation: 

offset = AazREF 	
AazREF4' a < -I rad. 

or 

(178) 

offset = AazREF 	AazREF ' a  > — rad. 2 1 
( 1 79) 

The edges of the rows, for which no data exists in a given look, have already 
been zero-filled during the range correction procedure, and therefore pose no 
problem here. Also, the range-dependent fractional part of the delay between 
the looks, Aaz2 (n') has been removed during the azimuth correction process, 

R 
so that of all the azimuth samples, in all of the azimuth-looks, lie on integer 
sample numbers, counted from the sidelooking position. Thus a simple integer 
delay is sufficient to align the looks. 

Figure 36 shows how the azimuth-looks overlay for the case 
a < n/2 rad.. The first (offset

1 
- offset2

) records are composed entirely of 

data from look 1. Starting at record offset i , rows from look 2 are added to 

the rows already read from look 1. The first and last non-zero values, (FNZRCV) 
and (LNZRCV), in each look are also indicated. The average intensity of the 
multi-look image will change from the zero-filled to single-look, to two-look 
sections of the image, in a staircase-like pattern. This pattern is indicated 
by the shading in Figure 36. 

As previously mentioned, the capability for range multilook 
images has not been implemented. In order to implement range multilooking, it 
would be necessary to add, in a straightforward manner, corresponding samples 

of the azimuth multilook images produced by J7SE90. The range-looks, of a 

given point on the ground, are all produced simultaneously, i.e., one look results 
from each section of the transmitted range bandwidth; the looks are therefore 

registered with respect to one another. By contrast, the azimuth-looks of a 

given point on the ground are produced sequentially, separated temporally by 

the time it takes to acquire (offset - offset(1-1 ) records, and hence tbey 

must first be registered before they can be summed. 

4.7 THE MERGE SUPPORT AND RANGE SUB-SWATH MERGE PROGRAMS (J7MS00 and J7ME00) 

If the final image is to be several range sub-swaths wide, the 

completed multilook sub-swaths must be merged as the last step in the process-
ing. prior to merging the sub-swaths several parameters must be computed from 

the data in the  • MRG files and the CSATMS.OLP 
file. The values of offset (i) 

' 
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FNZRCV 
cl 
 (i), LNZRCV cl(i)  and  n(i) are read from the .MRG file for each swath 'i', 

 o 
and the standard right and left overlaps N 	 and N 	 are read from OVSr 	 OVS 

"MODE 	
LMODE 

from the CSATMS.OLP file. 

In order to merge the sub-swaths and not produce gaps or repeated 
data, the edges of the non-zero imagery containing all the looks must be 
accurately located. The maximum differences between the individual FNZRCV 's, 

and the individual LNZRCV 's for the extreme azimuth-looks are calculated for 

the worst combinations of squint-angle and slant-range that are encountered 
with the radar from which the data is being processed. These differences in 
FNZRCV and LNZRCV are used to calculate a set of standard left overlap values 

(N
OVS 	) and standard right overlap values (N

OVS r 	
) for this mode. The 

L
MODE 	 "MODE 

member of the set of overlaps to be chosen in a particular case is determined 
by the slant-range to the scene centre. For SEASAT three slant-range intervals 
were used. The N 	 and N

O 	
determine the number of ground-range 

OVS 	 VSr  
L
MODE 	 110DE 

samples to be re-,Invel at eac.'3 edrre o;7 t -te 

OFFSET i --n 

OFFSET 2 --..- 
FNZ RCV, i 11 

FNZ RCV, 2 p-LNZ RCV, 2 

LNZ RCV, 

PORTION 
RETAINED 

FOR MERGE 

1.11 TWO LOOKS 

11111  ONE LOOK 

n71 ZERO FILLED 

Figure 36. Azimuth-look overlay 



RELEND(i) = LNZRCV 	(i) - N MAX 	OVS (181) 
eMODE 

and, 

RHEDGE(i) = n:3 (i) + RELEND(i) . ( 1 83) 
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These standard overlaps are used in conjunction with the FNZRCV (i) 
and LNZRCV (1) to find the intraswath starting and ending positions, RELSTART(i) 
and RELEND(1). As a first step, for each sub -swath '1', the FNZRCV (1) and 

LNZRCV (i) are scanned to find the minimum FNZRCVg (i) (FNZRCVmm(i)) and the 

maximum LNZRCV (i) (LNZRCV X 
 (I)). Then, the values RELSTART(i) and RELEND(i) MA 

are calculated from 

RELSTART(i) = NOVS 	
+ FNZRCV

MIN
(i) , 

LMODE 

and, 

(180) 

The intraswath starting and ending positions as given bY (180) 
and (181) must be converted to positions on the normalized grid (see Section 
4.4.5) so that the edges of the data segment that can be extracted from each 

swath can be determined. The normalized grid locations, corresponding to 

RELSTART(1) and RELEND(i), are 

LHEDGE(1) = n :;(i) + RELSTART(i) , (182) 

The edges of the sub-swaths will in general overlap. The width of these over-

laps must be computed and 
then used, together with the RELSTART(i), to fird  

the sample numbers in 
each sub-swath at which to start extracting data fcr the 

final merged image. The 
first samples to be extracted from each sub-swath are 

START(1) = RELSTART(1) , (184) 
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and 

START(i) = RELSTART(i) + [RHEDGE(i-1) 

- LHEDGE(i)] + 1, 	i=2,Nssw . 	 (185) 

The last sample extracted from each sub-swath is RELEND(i). 

The range sub-swaths must also be delayed in azimuth with respect 
to each other (see Figure 37). The offset relative to the first sub-swath is 

STARSW(i) = offset
1 
 (i) - offset, 	 (186) 

where only the offsets from look 1 are used. 

With the parameters, START(i), RELEND(i) and STARSW(i) established, 
the sub-swaths can be merged. In the merge program, data record segments START(i) 
to RELEND(i), are read from each of the sub-swath files and combined into a 
single merged output record. Records are read from sub-swath f i' beginning at 
record STARSW(i) in the merged image. If no segments are extracted from a 
particular sub-swath such as in the cross-hatched areas in Figure 37, a string 
of zeroes of length (START(i) - RELEND(i) + 1) is appended to the merged record 
in place of the missing data. 

Figure 37. Merging of range sub-swaths 



n = 1,2,...,NR  , (187) 
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4.8 THE DOPPLER CENTROID ESTIMATION PROGRAMS (J7CEOX, J7CE01, J7CE02X, J71G02, 
J7CE03) 

The description contained in this Section is reorganized from 
information provided by Gravda1 7 . 

The Doppler centroid estimation (DCE) programs are used with the 
SEASAT data to obtain a refined estimate of the complement of the squint angle - 
a. The calculated value of â â, given by (29), is sufficiently accurate yp  
for the processing of the SEASAT Survey-Mode data and for checking on the value 
produced by the DCE programs. An approximate value of â is required because 
the DCE program is capable of measuring â only within a limited spread of 
values bracketing the approximate value. The reason for this is that the â 
measurement of the Doppler frequency centroid fp, 	as discussed in 
Section 4.3.1, 	can contain an ambiguity equal to a multiple of the PRF. 
This ambiguity can only be resolved by using an independent estimate of â . 

YP 

The Doppler frequency centroid fp is calculated from the range 
compressed azimuth spectrum. The term "range compression" is used to denote a 
one-dimensional convolution with the impulse response of a filter matched to 
the range coding, in this case linear FM. The impulse response of the matched 
filter is 

2 

h(n) = exp 	11  - n2T) + (T-n2T)}, 
2 2 

where, for SEASAT, the values of wo , NR , k, T and T are fixed at: 

wo 
= 11.382407 x 10

6 x 2u rad/s (the range offset frequency 

f 2); 

NR = 768 (the filter length in complex samples); 

K = 3.53586 rad/s 2  (the FM rate); 

T = 33.8 ps (the pulse length); 

T = 21.96372 ns (the sampling period). 

4.8.1 Ca1cu144 0n of Impulse Response (J7CEOX) 

The impulse response (187) is calculated in J7CEOX. The function 

h(n) is augmented with zeroes to length LR, where for SEASAT LR = 2048. The 

complex-to-complex FFT of the augmented 
impulse response is computed and the 

result is stored in disc file FILT. 

and 
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4.8.2 Unpacking of Raw Data (J7CE01) 

The packed SAR data is read from the tape and converted into 
floating-point format. Sections of the floating-point data, 2LR  range-offset 

samples long, are stored in a disc file until  L 	are accumulated; for 

SEASAT Laz = 2048. The operator must specify: n 	the position of the first 
1 	' 
ST 

 

sample (real) of interest in the unpacked records; 2LR , the number of samples 

to be unpacked per record.' mST'  the record on the tape 
at which to start 

unpacking; and Laz , the number of records in the data block. 

4.8.3 Range Compression (J7CE02X) 

The purpose of the J7CE02X program module is to compress the 
linear FM coded signal of the SEASAT-A radar. This is done by convolving each 
range record with a reference-function (187) which is matched to the linear FM 
pulse. The range compression is done by fast-convolution. 

The recorded signal is on the range-offset carrier, 2w0 . This 
program converts the recorded real, range-offset signal into quadrature 
components, i.e., the complex envelope of the signal. The complex signal is 
then convolved with the augmented reference function. The processing consists 
of the following steps: 

1) read a sub-block of data from the disc; 

2) perform a real-to-complex FFT on each row of sub-block; 

3) read the FFT of the augmented reference function from 
file FILT; 

4) multiply each term in the FFT of the augmented reference 
function by each term in the frequency spectrum of the 
received signal; 

5) perform a complex IFFT on the record (the combination of 
real-to-complex FFT and complex IFFT has the effect that 
the 2LR real input samples are converted to LR  complex 
samples on output); 

6) repeat 1) to 5) for all the sub-blocks in the block. 

Since the range compression is a fast-convolution process there 
will be (NR-1) invalid data records at the beginning of the output block. 
These records are skipped during the DCE process. 

4.8.4 Transpose (J7IG02) 

After the range-compression has been completed the data block is 
transposed using the technique described in Section 4.3.3. 
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4.8.5 Estimation of the Complement of the Squint Angle (J7CE03) 

The purpose of this module is to estimate the angle à from the 
azimuth spectrum. In order to reduce the effect of non-uniform reflectivity 
of the ground, a considerable amount of averaging is performed. Five averaged 
spectra are extracted from the data block. In order to reduce the effect of 
strong point targets on the azimuth spectra a thresholding process is imple-
mented. The averaged and smoothed azimuth spectra are cross-correlated with 
the derivative of the antenna power spectrum. The zero-crossings, from 
negative to positive, of the cross-correlation products identify the centre 
frequencies of the spectra. The angles â, are then calculated from the centre 
frequencies. 

The following parameters are required by the program and must be 
entered by the operator: 

1. PRF (Hz), 

2. A (m), 

3. fSR (Hz), 

4 • Veq (m/s). 

5. hs (m), 

6. r
l 

	

	
(m), 

edge 

7. r (m), 

8. n ' 
(as per J7CE01), 

'ST   

9. Is a 	> 0 or < 0? 
YP 

10. In which ambiguity interval does a 

	

	lie? 
YP 

The first step in finding â is the computation of a set of 

highly averaged azimuth power spectra, Paw
(i,k), where 'i' is the power 

spectrum component number and 'k' is the spectrum number. For SEASAT, 
and 'i' has a maximum value (i 	) 

max 'k' has a maximum value (k) of 5, max 

of 64. The spectrum is calculpted by averaging 
adjacent spectral components 

together to reduce the number of spectral lines from Laz to imax
; 

adjacent spectra are added together to form 
a sub-block average; several 

records are skipped; and a 
new sub7block average is formed. This process 

 calculated Tshese 

repeated for several 
sub-blocks and the sub-block averages are averaged to 

form one of the k 	smoothed spectra. The entire process ls 
max 	

s 
max 

times. For each kth spectrum an 
average slant-range r 	

i 

i  
MID  



(188) P(m) 

(190)  

(191)  
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r 1 	
values are used to relate the frequencies measured to the angles à 

MID 

The ith  component of the kth spectrum is calculated as follows: 

N
SBLK 

P(i,k) = aw  
9,=1 

— faz 

i
max 	max 

Laz 
m=(i 1) az  + 1 imax 

N
B 

n=NA 

where 

2 	 2 

Pw (m) = .itetV(m)] 	+ Ira[V(m)] 	, 	 (189) 

NA  = NSBLK(NREC/SBLK 
+ N

SKP
)(k-1) 

+ (NSKP  + NREC/SBLK)(9-1) + 1 , 

NB  = NSBLK
(NREC/SBLK 

+ N
SKP)(k-1) 

+ (NSKp  + N
REC/BLK)(9-1) + NREC/BLK ' 

and V(m) is the azimuth FFT vector, NREC/SBLK is the number of spectra to be 

averaged per sub-block, N 	is the number of records to be skipped between SKP 	 th 
sub-blocks, and 

NSBLK 
is the number of sub-blocks to be averaged for the k 

spectrum. 
NREC/SBLK 

and N
S 
 refer to complex range cells. KP 

The next step is to threshold the averaged spectra Paw
(i,k) to 

remove the large discrete lines. The threshold spectrum is given by: 
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bias [
4 aw 
1 	 1 P

aw
(i

'
k) = 

16 	
P(i-3k) + -27P

aw
(i-2,k) 

+-2 P 
aw

(i-1,k) + P
aw

(i,k) 
4  

+-2 P (i+1,k) +(i+2,k) +-1 P (i+3,k)] , 	(192) 4 aw 	 aw 4 aw 

P 	• aw (1+3,k) (with i=i 	-2, i=i 	-1, and i=i), the spectral lines at the max 	max 	 max  
oPposite end of the spectrum are used, i.e., the spectrum is wrapped around 
bY three points at each end. The thresholding procedure works in the following 
lea-Y. If P

aw (i,k) > Paw (i,k), 

then  

where bias is a parameter input by the operator. For the values Paw(i-3,k), 

Paw (i-1,k) (with i=1,2, and 3), and Paw(i+1,k), Paw (i+2,k) and 

(193) 

and 

then  

P
awF

(i,k) = Paw(i,k) ; 

if 	P
aw

(i,k) < Paw (i,k), 

P
awF

(i,k) = Paw (i ' k)/bias , 
(194) 

lehere the P
awF (i,k) are the spectra which are used to find the kmax centroid 

estimates. 

The slant-range to the middle of the range swath, over which the 
aVeraged spectrum was computed, is calculated next: 

n1ST  

r1MID
(k) =1

edge 	2f5R 

[ 1.SBLK (NREC/SBLK NSKP ) 	NSKP-1  

+ (k-1)(NREC/SBLK  + NSKP )NSBL4 f
SR ' (195) 



A 	fm 

isinf 

fm P - 	 
(sinf) 

( 19 6 ) 

( 19 7) 

r e 
sine 

A =  r i 	(k) 	' 
1-MID 

(199 ) 
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The r 1 	(k)and P 	(i,k) form the set of values used to compute 

MI])   
a wF 

the kmax 
spectrum centroids. 

The derivative of the two-way antenna pattern 
is correlated with 

the spectra P (i,k) to find the zero-crossing point. The zero-crossing 
point 

aw 
indicates the estimated centroid. For SEASAT-A, the one-way azimuth antenna 

pattern is of the form 

where fm is 
the azimuth frequency and f

mo
=0 is at the centre of the aperture. 

The formula for the derivative of the two-way antenna 
power spectrum, as a 

function of azimuth frequency, is: 

4 

P
A
(fk) = 	

-4KoD (sin' 
	- 

1 
1-D 2 (fm

+Q PRF) 2  ( U 
Q=-R 

where, 

U = AKo cos 
1 [D(fm+Q.PRF) -cos l (D.f

mo
).] (198) 

(200) 
= 142.37 (an antenna constant), 

-X r
1M

(k) 
ID 

 

D - 	  
2Veq car e

sine 

r 2  + (r+h) 2  - r 2 	(k) 
-1 	

e s e 	 1MID  
0(k) = cos 2r [r i 	(k)+h5 ] 

e  4-MID 

(201)  

(202)  

c = 1 + 
a 	r e 

(203) 



Af = m Laz 

PRF (205) 
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Q is Lite  order-of spectrum from which the  loi  over Is calculated and +R Is Lite  

number of aliased spectra included in the calculation of the derivative. In 
this case 2R=3, and fm 

=0. 
o 

The formula in (197) gives a continuous spectrum. In order to 
calculate spectral lines, the continuous frequency fp  is replaced by 

(204) f(m) = mAf 
m 	m 

where m is the line number and Afm 
is the azimuth frequency line spacing. The 

value of Af
m 

is 

If the portion of (197) to the right side of the E sign is represented by 
B[(fm+QPRF),k], then PA (i,k) averaged over L az  /imax  spectral lines becomes 

Laz
/i
max +R 	L 

E B 
az' max +R 

E B az  
PA (i,k) = 

max 
(i-m) + m Afm 

+ Q'PRF,k (206) 

The derivative of the two-way antenna pattern, given by (206), 
is cross-correlated with each of the smoothed spectra P(i,k) to obtain a 

awF 
 

zero-crossing estimate, and thus an estimate of the Doppler frequency centroid. 
The cross-correlation between an azimuth spectrum and the corresponding 
reference function is performed in the time-domain. Two periods of PawF

(i,k) 

are stored in an array to facilitate the cross-correlation. The cross-correlation 
output is 

i
max 

1  
C(j) = 	E 	P(i+j-1,k)PA

(i,k). 
i
max i=1 

awF  

j=1,2,...,1max 	 (207) 
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The position of the centroid is found by searching for the zero 
crossing in C(j). A new vector  C(j) is formed, where 

C(j) = C(j), 	j=1,2,...,1max 

Cw (i
max

+1) = C(1) . 	 (208) 

The vector  C(j) is scanned from the first entry to the last, but only every 

NSKP 2 	entry is checked, i.e., C(1), Cw(1+N 	
), etc.. When a negative 

w SKP
2 

value is detected the above process continues in increments of N 	until a SKP2 
positive value is found. The scanning is then stopped and a linear regression 
analysis is performed, between the two end-points, to find the zero-crossing. 
It is assumed that the two end-points are separated by N 	points. The first SKP2  

step in the linear regression analysis is the calculation of the mean frequencY 
line number, 

th 

and the mean amplitude, 

NSKP 2 
1  

Cw 	
E 	Cw (i+n) . (N

SKP2
+1)  

MID 	 n=0 
(210) 

The slope of the straight line through the points between %TM and Cw (i+NSKP2 ) 

is 

i+N 
ACw 	

SKP2 
(Q-mm

ID
mc

w
(0-c 	1 

w 
= 	E. 	 MID  

Am 	
• 

X=1 	
L 

u_mmiD)2 az  iu  

imax m  

(21 1 ) 

If the slope is negative the zero-crossing is 'false' and the program seeks 
for a new zero-crossing from negative to positive. 
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The centre frequency fD , which identifies the zero-crossing, is 
calculated from 

wMID 

max 	 max 
(212) f = m_ 	az 	., _(  az 	1) . Af  

	

. . 	 . At 2 	m (AC
w D 	mID i 	m 	i 

) Am  

If no zero-crossing is found, the process must be repeated with a new set of 
data. 

The complement of the squint angle a, is calculated from fp • The 
kmax  estimates of fp  must be checked to see if they all lie in the same 
ambiguity interval. If the estimates do not monotonically increase or decrease 
with 'k' it indicates that some of the estimates are wrapped around the spectrum. 
The program checks for a difference of PRF/2 between successive fp estimates. 
Depending on the sign of the difference, the PRF is added to, or subtracted from, 
fp. Note that this adjustment process does not determine the number of ambiguity 
intervals that fp lies from its true position, it only places all of the 
estimates within the same interval. The operator must supply, using his 
knowledge of ayp , the estimated ambiguity interval, and whether ayp  > 0 or 
u < 0. Then, the individual values of a(k) are calculated using the formula YP 

180 	-1 	
-fDr1 	(k).X  MID  

a(k) - — cos u 	47Veq (re+hs )sin[0(k)] 
(213) 

where f is fD adjusted for the correct ambiguity interval, and 
r i 	(k) and 

D 'MID 
0(k) are given by (195) and (202) respectively. As a final step, the mean and 
the standard error of the a(k) are calculated: 

1 u -  	a(k) , 	 (214) 
kMAX k=1 

and, 

kMAX 

l[a(k)-a] 2 1 1/2  
G - 

o. kMAX-1  
(215) 

The a(k) '  r1 	(k),  u and G values are output to the operator's 
MID 

 a 

console and stored as part of the operator's log for this production run. The 
mean value 7 is input as 	to the J70R00 program. 
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5. PROCESSING HARDWARE 

The processor described in Section 4 has been implemented using 
the equipment shown in Figure 38. The main computational units are: a 32-bit 
word-length host computer, (an Interdata 8/32) equipped with 1 MByte of directly 
addressable core memory; and an array processor (Floating Point System AP-120) 
with 64K (38 bit) words of memory. The array processor is interfaced to the 
8/32 computer by means of a high speed direct-memory-access (DMA) Input/Output 
(I/O) bus. Two 80 MByte disc drives, used for file storage during processing, 
and two 75 inch per second, 1600 BPI, 9-track tape drives used for input and 
output, are interfaced to the host computer through a second, independent, high 
speed DMA I/O  bus. The system also includes a 512x512x8 bit Raster Graphics 
Processor (MP) Imaging System. The RGP system provides the capability for 
displaying portions (512x512 pixels) of the processed SAR images on a high 
resolution colour television monitor. 

MULTIPLEXOR 
BUS 

600/PM 
LINE 

PRINTER 

HIGH SPEED I/O  BUS *2 

32 BIT 	75 IPS 	FLOATING 	NORPAK 
HOST 	1600 BPI 	POINT 	512x5I2 

COMPUTER 	9 TRACK 	SYSTEMS 	RASTER 
768 KBYTE 	TAPE 	AP-120B 	GRAPIHCS 

MEMORY 	DRIVE 	ARRAY 	IMAGING 
INTERDATA 	QTY-2 	PROCESSOR 	SYSTEM 

8/32 	 64K WORDS 
•nn •••n • 

Li  Li  ULU I 
TERMINALS 

I-CRT TERMINALS QTY-3 
2-30  cps TERMINAL (CONSOLE) 
3-TEKTRONIX 4014 

GRAPHICS TERMINAL 

HIGH SPEED I/O  BUS *1 

80 MBYTE 
DISK 
DRIVE 

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Figure 38. The hardware used for the two-dimensional SA R processor 

The use of two high speed I/O channels allows simultaneous 
transfers of data from the host (8/32) to and from the array processor, and 
from the host to and from the disc. Each transfer occurs on its own channel. 

6. BLOCK AND SCENE TIMINGS 

The processor can be configured in various ways to process data 
from different SARs. Thus far data has been processed from the Environmental 
Research Institute of Michigan X and L-band radars, and from the SEASAT-A L-band 
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radar. Four data products have been produced from the SEASAT data: 

- 100m x 100m resolution, single-look images, 100 km x 100 km; 

- 25m x 25m resolution, four-look images of various widths and 
lengths; 

- 12.2m azimuth x 25m range resolution, two-look images; 

- 7.4m azimuth x 25m range resolution, single-look images. 

Table 1 gives typical block and scene timings. The block is the 
basic processing unit. In order to form larger pictures many blocks must be 
processed and concatenated to form a swath. The widths of some representative 
swaths are shown in the Table. These swaths can be merged to form wider images. 

TABLE 1 

SAR Processor Timing Tables 

Block Timing Table 
Block Size 	 Block Size 	 Processor 

Input 	 Output 	 No. 	Res. 	Time 
Range 	Azimuth 	Type 	Range 	Azimuth 	Looks 	(m) 	(min) 

2048 	2048 	 ANY 	 50*  
1024 	 1024 	 ANY 	 10 
2048 	2048 	SEASAT 	1080 	 240 	 4 	25 . 	31.5 *  
1024 	4096 	SEASAT 	256 	 768 	 1 	 7.4 	29 
1024 	4096 	SEASAT 	256 	1024 	 2 	 12.2 	30 

Scene Timing Table 
Scene Size 	 Maximum 

Processor 	Elapsed Range 	Azimuth 

	

No. 	Res. 	Time 	 Time 
(km) 	 Type 	 Looks 	(m) 	(hours) 	 (hours) 

21 	 47. 5 	 SEASAT 

21 	 47.5 	 SEASAT 
100 	 100 	 SEASAT 

21 	 47.5 ' 	 SEASAT 

42 	 14£ 	 SEASAT 

4.2 	 49.7 	 SEASAT  

4 	 25 	 19 	 10.5 

4 	 25 	 62 	 7£** 

1 	 100 	 5.0 

4 	 25 	 5£ 	
7e** 

1 	 7.4 	17 	 4£ 

2 	 122 	17 	 45 

NOTES: — 	All times are for the minimum configuration (Figure 38) unless otherwise indicated. 

This is an example of the savings in rime possible by configuring the processor for a particular 
data type. 
This entry is for the next scene at the same range delay as the previous scene. 
Estimated time for the minimum configuration plus a 300 MB disc drive. 
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The efficiency of the processing greatly depends on the number of 
valid output points obtained from the input data block. The valid output block 
size is obtained by subtracting a number of samples equal to the respective 
matched filter length from each dimension of the input block'. The matched 
filter length increases inversely as the square of the resolution cell size; 
thus the matched filter for 7.4m azimuth resolution is 11.4 times longer in 
azimuth than the matched filter for 25m azimuth resolution. The net effect of 
this increased length is, that for equal quantities of the data, e.g., a block 
size of 2048 x 2048 data versus one of 1024 x 4096 data, the block processing 
efficiency drops dramatically. For the 25m x 25m, 4-look case, with an input 
data block size of 2048 x 2048, four azimuth looks of length 240, i.e., 960 
points, are produced from the 2048 azimuth lines input. In contrast, for the 
7.4m azimuth x 25m range, single-look case, with an input block size of 1024 
range x 4096 azimuth data, only 768 points are produced from the 4096 azimuth 
lines input. The processing efficiency can be greatly improved by increasing 
the block length in azimuth. The hardware configuration in Figure 38 does not 
contain enough disc storage to allow larger blocks to be processed. However, 
if a 300 MByte disc were added to the system, the scene timings for the 25m x 
25m resolution, 4-look case could be reduced by approximately 37%. Likewise, 
for the 7.4m azimuth x 25m range resolution, single-look case the scene timings 
could be reduced by approximately 66%. 

7. EXAMPLES OF IMAGERY 

Figures 39-43 show examples of SEASAT-A SAR imagery produced by 
the CRC processor. Two of the images are 25m x 25m resolution, 4-look, and the 
other three images are 7m azimuth x 25m range resolution, 1-look. The orienta-
tion of the images depends on whether the satellite orbit was ascending or 
descending. 

The images were created on an Optronics P1500 film recorder from 
8-bit data originally produced as 32-bit floating point numbers. The maximum 
and minimum of the scene were found, then the data were linearly rescaled to 
16 bit integers, over the range -32768 to +32767. A portion of the linear 
scale was then selected. Typically -32767 to -24000 was used, and the data 
were rescaled again so that all values above -24000 were set to the maximum 
(white), and all values between -32767 to -24000 were linearly spread over 
8 bits (0-255). 

8. NOTES ON PROCESSOR IMPLEMENTATION 

8.1 REMARKS ON PROCESSOR AS PRESENTLY IMPLEMENTED 

As of August 1980, certain discrepancies exist between some of 
the equations documented here and those actually used in the processor. In 
particular, the present processor does not have the extensions for range multi-
look processing, and for azimuth-offset data. It is planned that these 
features will be added in the future. In addition certain minor differences 
exist: 

1. for ERIM data the Ado  value is not transferred directly 
from the .DAT file to the .FPM file, see (9); 
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Figure 39, SEASAT  SA I? image Ottawa, 7m azimuth x 25m range resolution 



Figure 40. SEASAT SAR image Ottawa, 25m azimuth x 25m range resolution 
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Figure 41. SEASAT SAR image Trois Rivieres, 25m x 25m range resolution 



- 	
. 	

..->. Figure 42 SEASA T SAR image Cambridge Elay, 7m azimuth x 25m range resolution Figuie 43. SEASAT SA R imam Halifax, 
7m azimuth x 25m range resolution 
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2. the equation for azimuth filter length (137) is different; 
the present formula is based on a sidelooking antenna 
which was judged adequate for the SEASAT and SAR-580 radars; 

3. the azimuth-look spacing equations 113-123 are different; 
the present equations are based on evenly spaced looks 
in angle à, not in Doppler frequency fp ; 

4. equation 110 that corrects fp for azimuth resampled data 
(Survey-Mode SEASAT) is not implemented; instead, the 
angle à, inserted in the .FPM file by J70R00, is changed 
by J70R00 to 90 0  to compensate for the fp shift that occurs 
during azimuth resampling (J7RE00). Unfortunately the 
present system does not apply the azimuth corrections to 
SEASAT Survey-Mode. Since the SEASAT Survey-Mode is used 
to locate scenes, eqn. 52, must also be changed to compensate 
for the lack of azimuth corrections. 

The previous equation for the azimuth filter length is as follows: 
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INTEGER 	
Xî

1 N
1  = 2 PART (1 	. 4p 	A24) az 2c,  q 

(216) 

In the present software the look-angles are determined by 
calculating  Act, the beamwidth, for a sidelooking SAR of a given resolution, 
and then spacing the looks equally across Au,. The slant ranges 	are then 

calculated from the 	. The beamwidth Apt is 

[1  _ cos(NLKS1  

n 2 y 

2paz 1  
&:t = cos-1  1 - 	 cl  

si 	 , 

where 

(217) 

The look-angle, for the ,qth„ look is 

a   A . 4. ctr_ _ i) , 2 NLKSA 

(219) 
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ot' =  a  + Sot , (221) 

1  cSa = 	(f' -f ) 
q( )  Dq 

D
q 	

' 
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and the slant-range r 1 ' to the centre of the sub-swath, for the q th, look is 

These angles and ranges are adjusted so that the LNOMA  are integers. The 

LNOMA values are calculated using eqns. 113 and 114. The new values of fD 

are then calculated using eqns. 116 and 117. The revised look-angles are 

where 

2 22-  -sin à 	c
a
cb resin 0rcos2à 

1 	 -3 	3- r1 sin a 

( 
eqea  

-2V  
C o = X 

(224) 

The new ranges are 

r 	= r c 2+c 2-2c c  il  - 1 	eab ab 	sin L a (225) 
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The only major discrepancy in the SEASAT location program is 
in eqn. 52; the equation for Am is presently implemented as 

2 

(r 1x) 	c 2_c ; _ 
r
e 	

ab  
tan cos 

-2c
a
c
b  

Am = -
e sin

-1 
àxo 	 tanà 

tana 
YP 

This compensates for the Aaz
2q

-type corrections but does nothing to compensate 

for the error introduced by the lack of 
Aazlq 

corrections. 

8.2 MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR ADDITION OF RANGE MULTILOOKING 

In order to add the range multilook feature to the processor the 
following equations must be added or changed: 

- equations 30 and 31, for At' and T,  in J70R00; and 

- equations 124 - 127 in J7SE30. 

In addition, an entry for NLKS must be added to the .DAT files, and the 
R 

 

J7SE30.CTX file, and entries for LNOMR  must be added to the .LNO files. Soft - 

ware changes must also be made to accomplish the actual look extraction. Two 
approaches are possible: 

1) J7SE00 can be changed to extract NLKS files from the range 

spectrum as per Section 4.3.2.5. The LNOMRp  entries must be 

read from the .LNO file to control the look extraction. In 
addition, the NLKS entry must be added to the J7SE00.CTX 

R 
 

file. After the range looks are extracted, they are each 
processed as per the single range-look case; 
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or 

2) the program J7SE00 can be run NLKS 
times and the J7SE00.CTX 

R 
 

entry, which controls the range-offset demodulation, can be 
changed each run so that a different range-look is extracted 
each time. The .LNO file would have 	be input to the J7DC00 
(Data Control Program) and it would be used to update the 
frequency about which to demodulate for each range-look. This 
technique has the advantage that no major software changes are 
required to the processor; it is however, not as efficient in 
execution as method 1). 

8.3 MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR ADDITION OF PROCESSING CAPABILITY FOR AZIMUTH-
OFFSET DATA 

In order to add the capability for processing azimuth-offset data, 
the following equations must be added or changed: 

- equations 4 and 34 for Ax , 

- equation 37 for f
a' 

- equation 99 for U. 	(fmAO
,f
n
), A0 	(f 

- equation 100 for Y 

	

	(f 	,f ), A0p mA0 n  
- equation 110 for fD' 
- equation 115 for Nq' 
- equations 118-125 forlq' and a (these equations must be 

changed anyway, see Section 8.1). 

In addition, new entries must be added to J7SE30.CTX and J7SE01.CTX to allow 
the choice of the azimuth-offset mode. A new entry must also be added to the 
.FPM and .DAT files so that the fOA 

frequency can be passed to both J7SE30 and 
J70R016. 

The addition of a processing capability for azimuth-offset data 
implies the necessity to make most of the modifications required for the 
addition of a processing capability for a new radar. As will be explained in 
Section 8.4, this necessitates a new J70R014 program to handle the radar-
specific details of the converstion. 

If an input data azimuth-resampling program, such as J7RE00, is 
required for azimuth-offset data, the existing J7RE00 will have to be extended 
to provide this capability. 

8.4 MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO ADD PROCESSING CAPABILITY FOR A NEW SAR 

If it is required to process data from other SARs, changes must 
be made to the production system. 
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If the new SAR uses Linear FM (LFM) range coding, the only soft-
ware change required in the processor itself is a new unpacking sub-routine in 
J7SE00. If LFM coding is not used, but the coding is invariant from pulse-to-
pulse, then the filter generation program J7SE30 must be rewritten. If the 
range coding is not constant from pulse-to-pulse this processor cannot be used. 

If the new SAR parameters indicate that different processing 
block sizes or different numbers of looks, than in one of the present production 
modes, are required, then new .CTX files must be set up for J7SE00, J7SE01, 
J7SE02, J71G02, J7SE80 and J7SE30. In addition, the production procedures, 
controlled by the sub-task monitor J7SEA0 and generated the Data Control Program 
J7DC00, must be changed. 

For new data types the program J70R00, or J70R01, whichever is 
appropriate, must be modified. It will depend on the SAR just what changes will 
be required, e.g., is a Survey-Mode capability required and is a Doppler 
centroid estimator required? 

If an ERIM-type, sub-swath location capability is required for a 
squinted, airborne or satellite-borne system, the ERIM sub-swath location 
program in J7DC00 will have to be rewritten. 

8.5 COMMENT ON ASPECT-RATIO OF PRESENT DATA PRODUCTS 

The present production system produces data products with a 1:1, 
azimuth: range, aspect ratio. If new data products such as ERIM, azimuth-
multilook, are introduced, the aspect ratio will be NLKS:1 

 where  NLKS 
is the 

A 	 A 
 

number of azimuth-looks. To maintain a 1:1 aspect ratio a new program must 
be introduced after J7SE90 to increase the azimuth sampling rate. Without 
this addition the number of range- and azimuth-looks would have to be balanced 
so as to maintain a 1:1 aspect ratio. 

9. SUMMARY 

A novel software-based SAR processor is described. The processor 
is capable of routinely producing the following data products from data acquired 
by the SEASAT-A satellite-borne SAR: 

- 7m azimuth x 25m range resolution, single-look imagery, 

- 25m azimuth x 
imagery, 

25m range resolution, four azimuth-look 

x 25m range resolution, two azimuth-look - 12.2m azimuth 
imagery; and 

- 100m azimuth x 100m range resolution, single-look imagery; 

In addition, it can produce the following data products from the ERIM(SAR 580) 
airborne SAR: 
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- X-band, 2.1m azimuth x 1.5m range resolution, single-look 
imagery; and 

- L-band, 2.1m azimuth x 2.3m range resolution, single-look 
imagery. 

The SAR processor is adaptable in that it can be configured to process imagery 
from any SAR system that maintains the range coding constant from pulse-to-
pulse. 

A description of the equations that were used to implement the 
software-based CRC SAR processor is given, as are details the processor 
configuration. The two main processor subsystems: the SAR 
processing subsystem, and the support subsystem are described. The SAR 
processing subsystem, which is very general in nature, is reconfigured by 
changes to context, or parameter, files. The support subsystem is less general, 
in that it must provide the software interface between the different SAR data 
types and formats and the SAR processor. Certain parts of the support subsystem 
must be replaced for each new data type. 

A block diagram and description of the processor are given. The 
individual elements are described separately and it is shown how the individual 
programs communicate with each other through a data file structure. 

The hardware upon which the processor was programmed is briefly 
described and timings for the various production products, generated using this 
hardware, are given. Examples of the image data products are also included in 
the description. 

Finally, specific comments are made with respect to including a 
processing capability for range-multilook images, and azimuth-offset data. 
Specific discrepancies between this description and the present implementation 
are listed and it is described how these discrepancies will be resolved. 
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